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SUBJECT: 	 Report on the Audit of Suppression Systems for the 
AH-1 Helicopter and OV-1 Aircraft, and the AN/ALQ-144 
Jammer for Helicopters (Report No. 91-099) 

We are providing this final report for your information and 
use. Comments on a draft of this report were considered in 
preparing the final report. We performed the audit from January 
through August 1990 in response to a DoD Hotline complaint. 

Defensive infrared countermeasures systems were not always 
effectively employed to protect combat and combat support 
helicopters. The Army did not always install missile detection 
systems, and the Navy and Marine Corps did not install infrared 
suppression systems or upgrade existing infrared jammers. The 
AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer experienced premature bearing failures 
because of protracted periods of jammer disuse and the failure of 
unit personnel to adhere to recommended operation and maintenance 
procedures. Army military intelligence unit commanders did not 
install the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system on the 
OV-1 Mohawk aircraft because of concerns stemming from 
suppression system induced buffeting, or aircraft vibration. On 
November 2, 1990, we issued Quick-Reaction Report No. 91-008, 
which focused on a pending improper payment to a contractor for a 
$5 million share in savings stemming from a value engineering 
change proposal. 

DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all audit recommendations 
be resolved promptly. Therefore, the Assistant Secretary of the 
Army (Financial Management), the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Financial Management), and the Assistant Secretary of the Air 
Force (Financial Management and Comptroller) must provide final 
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comments on the unresolved recommendations by August 14, 1991. 
See the "Status of Recommendations" section at the end of each 
finding for the unresolved recommendations and specific 
requirements for your comments. 

The courtesies extended to the audit staff are 
appreciated. If you have any questions on this audit, please 
contact Mr. Thomas Corkhill at (703) 614-1416 (DSN 224-1416). 
Copies of this report are being provided to the activities listed 
in Appendix E. 

~)~
Robert J. ,iieberman 

Assistant Inspector General 
for Auditing 

Enclosure 

cc: 
Secretary of the Army 
Secretary of the Navy 
Secretary of the Air Force 



Office of the Inspector General 

AUDIT REPORT NO. 91-099 JUNE 18, 1991 
(Project No. OAL-8004) 

ACQUISITION OF SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS FOR THE AH-1 HELICOPTER 

AND OV-1 AIRCRAFT, AND THE AN/ALQ-144 INFRARED JAMMER 

FOR HELICOPTERS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction. Defensive inf rared countermeasures systems are 
integral to the survival of combat and combat support aircraft in 
the modern battlefield environment. DoD studies have concluded 
that 90 percent of the aircraft losses resulting from hostile 
fire from 1975 through 1985 were attributable to infrared seeking 
missiles. A number of countermeasures systems exist that combine 
to reduce the vulnerability of aircraft to threats stemming from 
weapon systems that use infrared guidance technology. 
Suppression systems, jammers, and missile detection systems are 
complementary countermeasures systems and are important to ensure 
optimal protection of aircraft from the infrared seeking threat. 

Objectives. The overall audit objective was to evaluate the 
design adequacy of the Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression system 
for the AH-1 Cobra helicopter, the Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system for the OV-1 Mohawk aircraft, and the AN/ALQ
144 Infrared Jammer for a variety of lift helicopters. Also, we 
evaluated the adequacy and sufficiency of internal controls 
related to the three systems. 

Audit Results. Our audit disclosed four reportable conditions. 

o Defensive countermeasures systems were not always 
effectively employed to protect combat and combat support 
helicopters. As a result, the helicopters were vulnerable to the 
infrared seeking threat (Finding A). 

o The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer experienced premature 
bearing failures. As a result, the Jammer' s reliability was 
severely degraded, which increased aircraft vulnerability to 
infrared seeking threats and reduced the probability of mission 
success (Finding B). 

o Army military intelligence unit commanders did not 
install the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system on the 
OV-1 Mohawk aircraft. As a result, the aircraft were vulnerable 
to infrared seeking threats (Finding C). 



o On November 2, 1990, we issued Quick-Reaction Report 
No. 91-008, "Contracting Procedures for the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression System Used on the AH-1 Helicopter." That report is 
discussed in the "Other Matters of Interest" section of Part I. 

Internal Controls. We identified an internal control weakness 
regarding the failure of unit personnel to adhere to established 
operation and maintenance procedures. This weakness is discussed 
in Finding B. Our review of the internal controls is discussed 
in Part I. 

Potential Benefits of Audit. The principal benefits that will be 
realized from the audit are improvements in the protection of 
aircraft from the current infrared seeking threat. Also, 
undeterminable monetary benefits will be realized from improved 
operation and maintenance procedures of the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared 
Jammer. These monetary benefits are discussed in Appendix C. 

Sununary of Reconunendations. We recommended enhancement of the 
defensive countermeasures capability, ins ti tut ion of procedural 
controls, and revision of the training program. 

Management Conunents. The Army and Navy were generally responsive 
to the recommendations, but additional data were required. The 
Air Force did not reply to the draft report. The Army concurred 
with two recommendations and nonconcurred with two other 
recommendations. We requested additional comments from the Army 
on recommendations in Findings A and C. The Navy concurred with 
two recommendations and nonconcurred with two other 
recommendations. We have requested additional comments from 
the Navy on the recommendations in Findings A and B. We 
requested that the Air Force provide comments on recommendations 
in Finding B. The complete texts of Army and Navy comments are 
in Part IV of the report. 
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PART I - INTRODUCTION 


Background 

Defensive infrared countermeasures systems are integral to the 
survival of combat and combat support aircraft in the modern 
battlefield environment. These countermeasures systems protect 
aircraft from weapon systems that use infrared technology. These 
systems are collectively referred to as the infrared 
countermeasures suite. Two of the infrared countermeasures 
systems used on Army aircraft are the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression system, which is installed on the AH-1 Cobra 
helicopter, and the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system, 
which is installed on the twin engine OV-1 Mohawk fixed wing 
aircraft. These systems increase aircraft survivability by 
reducing the opportunity for an infrared seeking threat system to 
acquire, lock onto, track, and destroy the aircraft. 

The suppression systems reduce the aircraft's heat signature by 
recirculating hot engine exhaust gases within the suppressor core 
and mixing the heated gases with ambient air before discharging 
the exhaust into the atmosphere. The suppression systems are 
similar to a muffler in an automobile's exhaust system. The 
suppressed exhaust reduces the aircraft's heat signature, which 
in turn reduces the target acquisition range and angle of heat 
sensitive infrared sensors used to guide the missile to the 
aircraft's heat source. Although other countermeasures systems 
exist, the suppression systems on many aircraft are the backbone 
of the countermeasures systems because they make it possible for 
the other active infrared countermeasures systems to function 
more effectively. 

The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer is an active, electromechanical, 
inf rared countermeasures system that is used on a variety of 
Service helicopters. The Infrared Jammer is an omnidirectional, 
continuously operating, signal generating transmitter that mounts 
on the helicopter airframe. The Inf rared Jammer emits spurious 
and erroneous signals to confuse the infrared seeking threat 
systems. The effectiveness of the Infrared Jammer depends on its 
ability to overload the threat system's infrared sensors or 
generate conflicting signals of sufficient frequency and 
magnitude to inject erroneous guidance commands into the threat's 
guidance system. 

Missile detection is another important countermeasures system 
that activates decoys, such as chaff or flares, and alerts pilots 
of an approaching missile. The warning may also give the pilot 
the opportunity to initiate evasive action. 



Objectives 

The overall audit objective was to evaluate the design adequacy 
of the Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression system for the AH-1 Cobra 
helicopter, the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system for 
the OV-1 Mohawk aircraft, and the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer for 
various Service helicopters. Also, our objective included 
determining the validity of statements contained in four Hotline 
complaints and whether any of the allegations warranted further 
management attention. On November 16, 1990, we issued a Hotline 
completion report that focused on the 21 allegations identified 
in the 4 complaints. Our Hotline completion report is summarized 
in Appendix A. 

Specifically, we evaluated various aspects of the Suppression 
systems and the Infrared Jammer including: 

o system design (all three systems); 

o threat compared to system requirements (AN/ALQ-144 
Infrared Jammer); 

o reliability, availability, and maintainability (all 
three systems); 

o contract procedures (Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression 
system and AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer); and 

o stock management (Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression 
system). 

Our audit disclosed four reportable conditions. Three of these 
are described in Part II of this report. The fourth condition 
was reported in Quick-Reaction Report No. 91-008, "Contracting 

' 	 Procedures for the Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression System Used 
on the AH-1 Helicopter." Other observations and conclusions are 
summarized in Appendix B. 

Scope 

This program audit was conducted from January through 
August 1990 and included a review of records and supporting 
information dating primarily from 1982 through 1990. We 
interviewed cognizant Government and contractor personnel and 
personnel involved in the management, maintenance, acquisition, 
operation, testing, and support of the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression system, the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system, and the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer. The audit was made 
in accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller 
General of the United States, as implemented by the Inspector 
General, DoD, and accordingly included such tests of internal 
controls as were deemed necessary. A list of the activities 
visited or contacted is in Appendix D. 
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Internal Controls 

We evaluated internal control procedures related to the 
management of the Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression system, the 
Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system, and the AN/ALQ-144 
Infrared Jammer. In assessing the internal controls, we 
evaluated internal control techniques, such as management plans, 
written policies and procedures, and management initiated 
reviews. The audit identified material internal control 
weaknesses as defined by Public Law 97-255, Office of Management 
and Budget Circular A-123, and DoD Directive 5010.38. Controls 
were not effective to ensure that the operation and maintenance 
procedures for the AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared Jammer were being 
followed. Recommendations B.l. and B.2. in this report, if 
implemented, will correct the weaknesses. We could not determine 
the monetary benefits to be realized by implementing 
Recommendations B.l. and B.2. The monetary benefits were not 
readily identifiable because the Infrared Jammer had not been 
sufficiently used to establish an accurate reliability 
baseline. A copy of this report will be provided to the senior 
officials responsible for internal controls within each of the 
Military Departments. 

Prior Audit Coverage 

There have not been any prior audits of the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression system, the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system, or the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer in the last 5 years. 
However, there were inquiries and reviews conducted that 
pertained to specific aspects of the three systems. 

Army Inspector General inquiries. There have been 
four Hotline complaints concerning the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression system and AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared Jammer. The DoD 
Hotline referred these complaints to the Army Inspector General 
for inquiry. The complaints were received between December 1988 
and December 1989, and the Army examining officials found that 
all the allegations were unsubstantiated. The same allegations 
were reviewed again in conjunction with this audit and found to 
be unsubstantiated. The results of our review are contained in 
Appendix A. 

Army Materiel Command review. In April 1989, an Army 
Materiel Command review team conducted an independent review of 
the sole source acquisition of the AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammer. 
The results of the review reaffirmed the Communications
Electronics Command's acquisition strategy. In April 1989, the 
Army Materiel Command issued a memorandum to the Under Secretary 
of the Army, which concluded that the planned sole source 
acquisition of the AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammer was proper and in 
the Army's best interest. 
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General Accounting Office protest. On June 16, 1989, the 
General Accounting Off ice issued a decision denying a protest of 
the proposed award of the sole source AN/ALQ-144A Inf rared Jammer 
contract. The General Accounting Office held that the award was 
valid and appropriate because only a prototype of the AN/ALQ-144A 
had been developed and delivered, development was not complete, 
drawings suitable for manufacture were not available, and the 
protesting contractor was not a viable additional contractor. 

Other Matters of Interest 

On November 2, 1990, we issued Quick-Reaction Report No. 91-008, 
which focused on a pending improper payment to a contractor for a 
$5 million share in savings stemming from a value engineering 
change proposal. We concluded that the payment would have been 
improper because the Army had already paid for the development of 
the changes. The Army agreed with our recommendation and 
implemented the appropriate corrective action. 
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PART II - FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FINDING A. THREAT COMPARED TO SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 


Defensive infrared countermeasures systems were not always 
effectively employed to protect combat and combat support 
helicopters. This occurred because the Army did not always 
install missile detection systems, and the Navy and Marine Corps 
did not install suppression systems or upgrade existing Infrared 
Jammers. As a result, some combat and combat support helicopters 
could be exposed to infrared directed threat systems against 
which they have only limited effectiveness. 

Background 
DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Evolving technology in weapons development has necessitated the 
continual upgrade of aircraft survivability systems to counteract 
the emerging sophistication of infrared seeking weapon systems. 
The principal infrared threat to helicopters and other slow 
moving combat and combat support aircraft is ground based 
infrared seeking surface-to-air missiles. Portable, shoulder 
fired infrared seeking missiles proliferate the global ground 
forces' structure and represent a formidable threat to close air 
support aircraft. Aircraft survivability depends upon a variety 
of countermeasures systems to protect the aircraft from the 
infrared seeking threat. Typical infrared countermeasures 
systems include inf rared suppression systems to reduce the 
aircraft's heat signature, infrared jammers to confuse the 
threat, and missile detection systems to decoy the threat away 
from the target aircraft and to warn the pilot of approaching 
missiles. 

Infrared Suppression Systems 

Most infrared seeking threat systems must acquire, or lock onto, 
the target before they can be launched. Infrared suppression 
systems reduce the aircraft's infrared heat signature and present 
a smaller, less distinctive infrared target to the threat 
system's heat seeking infrared sensors. The suppression system 
reduces the effective range of infrared seeking threat systems by 
reducing the distance and angle that the infrared sensors are 
able to detect the aircraft. Suppression systems provide 
continuous protection, and because they are passive (nonsignal 
emitting) and made up of nonmoving parts, they are not prone to 
mechanical failures. Although suppression systems alone are not 
sufficient to defeat the infrared seeking threat, extensive 
operational tests have demonstrated that suppression systems are 
required for other defensive countermeasures systems to function 
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more effectively. The Army used suppression systems on its 
combat and combat support helicopters, but the Navy and Marine 
Corps did not use them. The Navy and Marine Corps relied on 
alternative countermeasures systems to protect their helicopters, 
but the level of protection offered by the other systems was 
inadequate. 

Army implementation. The Army installed infrared 
suppression systems on combat and combat support helicopters. 
The Army Project Manager for Aircraft Survivability Equipment 
stated that suppression systems are critical to the survival of 
helicopters in the modern battlefield environment. Army tests 
conducted with helicopters using various combinations of 
countermeasures systems demonstrated consistent success only when 
a suppression system accompanied the use of other countermeasures 
systems. Conversely, some tests demonstrated that the other 
countermeasures systems were ineffective without the suppression 
system. We agreed with the Army assessment that suppression 
systems were essential to the survivability of helicopters 
exposed to infrared seeking threat systems. 

Navy and Marine Corps implementation. The Navy and Marine 
Corps did not use infrared suppression systems on combat and 
combat support helicopters. This policy was based on the 
perceived ability to adequately protect the helicopters by 
employing other countermeasures systems, the mission of Navy and 
Marine Corps helicopters, and the additional weight and power 
loss imposed when the suppression systems were installed. 

The Navy and Marine Corps relied on the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared 
Jammer and decoy devices to protect combat and combat support' 
helicopters. Historically, those countermeasures systems have 
been adequate. However, the threat assessment promulgated in 
1988 addressed a new generation of more sophisticated inf rared 
seeking threat technology that was less susceptible to existing 
countermeasures systems. The current infrared seeking threat 
significantly reduced the effectiveness of the existing Navy and 
Marine Corps countermeasures systems. Operational tests using 
the 1988 threat technology demonstrated that suppression systems 
were essential and must be augmented by other countermeasures 
systems to effectively protect the helicopters from the infrared 
seeking threat. 

Navy and Marine Corps officials indicated that the additional 
weight of the suppression system, coupled with the power loss 
accompanied by installation of a suppression system, was a factor 
in deciding not to install inf rared suppression systems on the 
combat and combat support helicopter fleet. The estimated 
additional gross weight of the suppression systems is about 
110 pounds, while the power loss resulting from installation of 
suppression systems is about 1.5 percent of the total available 
power. Further, the officials stated that Navy and Marine Corps 
helicopters were principally operated over water and were not 
vulnerable to the same ground based threat as the Army 
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helicopters. The officials stated that the Marine Corps did 
attempt to install suppression systems on certain combat 
helicopters, but the project was curtailed because of 
insufficient funding. The Navy and Marine Corps mission may have 
reduced the helicopter's exposure to the threat, but the mission 
did not reduce the helicopter's vulnerability to the threat. 

Infrared Jammer 

The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer emits spurious and erroneous 
signals to confuse the infrared seeking threat's guidance 
system. The Infrared Jammer was effective against the early 
generation of infrared seeking threat systems, but advancements 
in the threat systems' technology reduced the effectiveness of 
the Infrared Jammer and degraded its ability to protect 
helicopters. Army operational tests concluded that the AN/ALQ
144 Infrared Jammer was not effective in counteracting certain 
aspects of the inf rared seeking threat technology that existed at 
the time of our review. The same operational tests demonstrated 
that the newly developed Infrared Jammer, the AN/ALQ-144A 
Infrared Countermeasures Set, was effective against all known 
threat systems when it was used in conjunction with an infrared 
suppression system. The Army adequately upgraded its helicopters 
with the AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammer, but the Navy and Marine 
Corps rejected the upgrade. As a result, their helicopters were 
not adequately protected from the infrared seeking threat. 

Army implementation. The Army was the lead Service in the 
development of the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer and its AN/ALQ-144A 
replacement. The Army has upgraded Army combat and combat 
support helicopters with the AN/ALQ-144A Inf rared Jammer. The 
Army's implementation was timely and responsive to the change in 
the infrared seeking threat. 

Navy and Marine Corps implementation. The Navy and Marine 
Corps officials did not upgrade existing AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared 
Jammers with the AN/ALQ-144A model. A scientist at the Naval 
Research Laboratory stated that any decision to upgrade with 
the AN/ALQ-144A without installing suppression systems as well 
would be based on political or economic considerations because 
the AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammer without a suppression system 
could not adequately protect the helicopters from the current 
inf rared seeking threat. At the time of our audit, the Naval 
Research Laboratory was conducting tests that may result in a 
revised Navy and Marine Corps position. Until the Navy and 
Marine Corps upgrade the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer with the 
AN/ALQ-144A model and accompany the upgrade with the installation 
of infrared suppression systems, Navy and Marine Corps 
helicopters will be vulnerable to the current infrared seeking 
threat. 
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Missile Detection Systems 

Missile detection systems, when used in conjunction with chaff 
and flare dispensers, enhance the survivability of helicopters by 
ejecting decoys that mimic the aircraft's infrared signature. 
When an approaching missile is detected, the dispenser ejects 
either flares or chaff to lure the missile away from the 
aircraft. Although suppression systems and Infrared Jammers are 
able to adequately protect most helicopters, such protection is 
not absolute. Additionally, missile detection systems alert the 
pilot to the imminent threat and enable the pilot to initiate 
evasive action. The Army did not use missile detection systems 
to enhance the protection afforded by other countermeasures 
systems. The Navy and Marine Corps relied on missile detection 
systems as the principal countermeasures systems. 

Army implementation. The Army did not install missile 
detection systems on most combat and combat support 
helicopters. Army officials indicated that missile detection 
systems are included in future plans, but funding does not exist 
to install missile detection systems. The project manager for 
aircraft survivability equipment stated that adequate protection 
exists, there is no requirement for missile detection systems, 
and missile detection systems are not essential to the 
survivability of Army helicopters. While the missile detection 
systems may only marginally increase the level of protection on 
some helicopters, they do afford additional protection in the 
form of chaff and flare decoys, and they alert the pilot to the 
presence of an imminent threat. 

Navy and Marine Corps implementation. The Navy and Marine 
Corps did use missile detection systems that were augmented with 
flare and chaff dispensers. They relied on the missile detection 
system and the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer as the primary 
protection from the threat. The missile detection systems were 
not an adequate substitute for the use of other available 
countermeasures systems. For missile detection systems to be 
effective, the infrared signature of the helicopter should be 
reduced by a suppression system, and the tracking capability of 
the infrared seeking threat system should be impaired by an 
Infrared Jammer. 

Summary 

The intelligence community validated the current infrared seeking 
threat in 1988. The threat was common to all Services. However, 
differing philosophies existed among the Services concerning the 
importance of employing the full complement of available 
countermeasures systems to counteract the threat. The Army did 
use countermeasures systems that provided an adequate level of 
protection, but it did not install missile detection systems. 
The Navy and Marine Corps did not use suppression systems and 
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did not upgrade the AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared Jammers with the 
AN/ALQ-144A, which did not adequately protect its helicopters 
from the current infrared seeking threat. The Air Force did 
employ the full complement of available countermeasures 
systems. The use of the full complement of defensive 
countermeasures systems, including infrared suppression systems, 
AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammers, and missile detection systems with 
a chaff and flare dispenser are necessary to provide optimum 
protection and to increase aircraft survivability. None of the 
countermeasures systems can individually protect Service 
helicopters from the infrared seeking threat. The use of the 
full complement of countermeasures systems lessens the 
opportunity for an infrared seeking threat system to exploit the 
vulnerabilities of any of the component countermeasures systems. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

1. We recommend that the Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations (Air warfare): 

a. Install infrared suppression systems on combat and 
combat support helicopters to reduce the inf rared signature and 
to increase the effectiveness of other infrared countermeasures 
systems. 

Navy comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) concurred with 
exception. His comments stated that, "Within real world 
budgetary constraints, the recommendation to install infrared 
suppressors on USMC/USN combat helicopters is valid and will be 
pursued. However, the requirement for suppressors (increased 
weight and reduced engine power) on USN combat support aircraft 
who face a greatly reduced threat is not justifiable. In this 
case, the defensive electronic countermeasure equipment already 
employed is adequate." The full text of the Navy's comments is 
in Part IV of the report. 

Audit response. We believe that our recommendation is 
valid. In subsequent discussions, Navy officials 
stated that they considered training squadrons and 
intership vertical replenishment aircraft as combat 
support aircraft, and the remainder were combat 
aircraft. Based on the Navy's definition, aircraft we 
considered as combat support would in most instances be 
classified as combat aircraft. Based on the Navy's 
definition of combat support aircraft, the Navy's 
comments to our recommendation were responsive. 
However, the comments did not include an estimated date 
for completion of the corrective action. Therefore, we 
request that the Navy provide completion dates. 
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b. Upgrade the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Januners with the 
AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Countermeasures Set to provide adequate 
protection from the current infrared seeking threat. 

Navy conunents. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) concurred with the 
recommendation stating the Navy is presently reviewing all 
programs in the area of applicability on Navy and Marine 
aircraft. 

Audit response. The Navy concurred with our 
reconunendation, but its response did not satisfy the 
requirements of DoD Directive 7650.3. The Navy 
response did not identify the planned corrective 
actions and estimated dates for completion of the 
actions. We request that the Navy provide these data 
in response to the final report. 

2. We reconunend that the Conunander, U.S. Army Training and 
Doctrine Conunand, reevaluate the need for missile detection 
systems with automatic chaff and flare dispensers to release 
decoy devices and alert pilots to the presence of an inuninent 
threat. 

Army conunents. The Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) nonconcurred with the 
reconunendation. The Army stated that analysis of the requirement 
has been completed, and the Army will install the missile 
detector only on the EH-60, CH-47D, MH-60L, HM-47E, and RC-12K 
aircraft. The complete text of the Army's comments is in Part IV 
of the report. 

Audit response. The Army's position to selectively 
employ the full complement of available defensive 
inf rared countermeasures systems to protect some 
special mission aircraft, while employing less than the 
full suite of available defensive countermeasures 
systems to protect most of the combat and combat 
support helicopters is inconsistent. All Army 
helicopters are susceptible to the same inf rared 
seeking threat. For example, the AN/AAR-4 7 Missile 
Warning System has demonstrated that it can increase 
the survivability of Army helicopters under a variety 
of threat conditions. Our conclusion that an infrared 
suppressor and an AN/ALQ-144A were adequate to protect 
aircraft from the inf rared seeking threat is not 
vacated by our further recommendation that the missile 
detection system be incorporated into the defensive 
countermeasures suite. The intent of our 
recommendation was to increase the margin of safety and 
introduce redundant protection in the event of a Jammer 
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failure. The current Army philosophy does not consider 
the serious degradation of protection that will 
accompany the operational loss of the AN/ALQ-144A 
Infrared Jammer. We still believe that our 
recommendation is valid and request that the Army 
reconsider its position in its response to the final 
report. 

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Number Addressee 

ResEonse should cover: 
Concur 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

A.l.a. Navy x 

A.l.b. Navy x x 

A. 2. Army x x x 
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FINDING B. RELIABILITY OF THE AN/ALQ-144 INFRARED JAMMER 

The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer experienced premature bearing 
failures. The bearing failures were caused by extended periods 
of disuse and the unit personnel's failure to adhere to 
recommended operation and maintenance procedures. As a result, 
the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer's reliability was severely 
degraded, which reduced the probability of mission success and 
increased aircraft vulnerability to infrared seeking threats. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Bearing failure analysis. In 1988, the Army initiated a 
failure analysis in response to premature AN/ALQ-144 bearing 
failures experienced during the Lead-the-Fleet Test Program at 
Fort Rucker, Alabama, and bearing corrosion on systems deployed 
to Army units in Germany. On December 12, 1988, the resulting 
report disclosed that the failed systems were produced during the 
initial production contract in 1979 and had been in the Army's 
inventory since 1980, but each of the failed systems had been 
operated less than 90 hours in 8 years. The low operating hours 
indicated the systems were not being operated during aircraft 
missions, as required by the operation manual. The analysis 
concluded that any systems retained in storage or not operated 
for extended periods of time were susceptible to premature 
bearing failure. The systems were susceptible to failure because 
the grease used in the bearings had a shelf life of approximately 
2 years, after which it lost its lubricating properties through 
oil migration. The extended period of nonoperation caused the 
premature failures. Additionally, the report concluded that when 
the AN/ALQ-144 was exposed to prolonged adverse weather 
conditions, such as wind driven rain, or washed with cleaning 
liquid, water seeped into the bearings and caused corrosion. The 
report recommended that the Jammers be operated and maintained 
according to the prescribed procedures and that the Inf rared 
Jammer be kept covered when not in use. 

Operation and maintenance procedures. Operation and 
maintenance procedures to preclude early bearing failure and 
corrosion are explicitly detailed in the maintenance and 
operation manuals for the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer. The Army 
and Navy Operators and Aviation Unit Maintenance Manuals, 
TMll-5865-200-12 and NAVAIR16-35ALQ144-l, respectively, require 
that the Inf rared Jammer be operated during aircraft missions. 
Further, the Manuals specify that a minimum weekly preventative 
maintenance check be completed by operating the Inf rared Jammer 
and that protective covers be placed on Infrared Jammers that 
were mounted on aircraft. 
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Compliance with maintenance procedures. We visited 
three locations and obtained usage information from another 
three locations with assigned aircraft having AN/ALQ-144 Infrared 
Jammers. We reviewed the operational hours accumulated on the 
elapsed time indicators for 179 AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammers at 
the 6 locations. The average accumulated operational usage time 
for the 179 Infrared Jammers was 61 hours per Jammer. If the 
Jammers had been operated as required during aircraft missions, 
the Jammers should have accumulated significantly greater 
usage. We did not attempt to determine the dates the 
179 Infrared Jammers were manufactured or the expected usage if 
the Infrared Jammers had been operated as required, but the 
AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared Jammers have been fielded since 1980. The 
unusually low operating time indicated that the AN/ALQ-144 
Infrared Jammers were not being operated as prescribed in the 
Manuals. Further, interviews with activity personnel confirmed 
that the Infrared Jammers were not being operated during flight 
or maintained at weekly intervals, and that the protective covers 
were not always installed, as required. At one activity, we 
noted the protective covers were installed on the Inf rared 
Jammers. We were informed that the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammers 
were covered in anticipation of the auditors' visit. The 
operation and maintenance procedures are important and must be 
followed to ensure that the Infrared Jammer's reliability is not 
reduced. 

Summary. The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer requires frequent 
operation to retain the integrity of the bearings. In 
two instances, irregular and infrequent usage coupled with a 
failure to adhere to prescribed weekly maintenance procedures 
contributed to bearing failures that rendered the Infrared Jammer 
inoperative. The Infrared Jammers were reliable when the 
procedures were followed. Premature failure of the Infrared 
Jammer in a threat environment will result in an immediate 
vulnerability and could cause a catastrophic mission failure and 
loss of the aircraft. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

We recommend that the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations 
and Plans; the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Air Warfare); 
and the Commander, Air Force Logistics Command, issue 
supplemental guidance to ensure: 

1. Operation and maintenance of AN/ALQ-144 Infrared 
Jammers according to the operation and maintenance procedures 
specified in TMll-5865-200-12 or NAVAIR16-35ALQ144-l. 

Army comments. The Army concurred with the 
recommendation and completed the corrective action on 
September 30, 1990. A complete text of the Army's comments is in 
Part IV of the report. 
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Navy comments. The Navy nonconcurred stating that 
current directives adequately cover proper operation and 
maintenance of equipment. Fleet users utilize proper procedures 
to the greatest extent practicable and in accordance with 
published directives. Bearings on this system are historically 
replaced at 200 hours. Excessive running of the system further 
accelerates replacement. A complete text of the Navy's comments 
is in Part IV of the report. 

Audit response to Navy comments. Our recommendation 
focused on whether the proper operational procedures, 
as specified in NAVAIR16-35ALQ144-l, were being 
followed. Our review disclosed that the Jammers had 
low usage. We found only 1 Jammer from a total of 179 
reviewed that had more than 200 hours. The AN/ALQ 144 
Jammer has been fielded since 1980. These facts do not 
support the Navy's contention that Jammers are being 
operated as prescribed by the Navy Directive. We 
recognize that bearing replacement is a routine 
maintenance action that occurs at 200 operational hour 
intervals. Our concern is that irregular and 
infrequent usage will result in catastrophic damage to 
the Jammer, as evidenced by the documented premature 
failure. We believe that our recommendation is still 
valid and accordingly request that the Navy reconsider 
its position in its response to the final report. 

Air Force comments. The Air Force did not provide 
comments. 

Audit response to Air Force comments. We request that 
the Air Force provide comments to the final report 
identifying the planned or corrective actions and the 
estimated date for completion of the actions. 

2. Proper installation of the protective covers on the 
Infrared Jammers that are mounted on aircraft when the aircraft 
are not being operated. 

Army comments. The Army concurred with the 
recommendation and completed the corrective action on 
September 30, 1990. A complete text of the comments is contained 
in Part IV of the report. 

Navy comments. The Navy nonconcur red with the 
recommendation stating that the current directives adequately 
cover the proper installation of protective covers on the AN/ALQ
144. A complete text of the comments is in Part IV of the 
report. 

Audit response to Navy comments. We agree that 
existing directives address the proper installation of 
the Jammer covers, but our analysis disclosed that the 
existing directives were not followed. The Jammers 
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were not being covered at the activities we visited, 
which included Navy and Marine Corps locations. We 
believe that supplementary guidance is required to 
ensure that existing directives are adhered to. We 
request that the Navy reassess its position in response 
to our final report. 

Air Force comments. The Air Force did not respond to 
the draft report. 

Audit response to Air Force comments. We request that 
the Air Force provide comments to the final report 
identifying the planned or corrective actions and the 
estimated date for completion of the actions. 

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Res:eonse Should Cover: 

Number Addressee 
Concur/ 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

1. Navy x x x 
Air Force x x x 

2. Navy x x x 
Air Force x x x 
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FINDING C. OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

Army military intelligence unit commanders did not install the 
Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system on OV-1 Mohawk 
aircraft. Concerns stemming from suppression system induced 
buffeting, or aircraft vibration, at or near stall speeds coupled 
with the lack of stall warning instrumentation and incomplete 
flight manual documentation caused unit commanders to ref rain 
from installing the suppression system. Further, pilots were not 
trained in flying the OV-1 configured with the Louvered Scarfed 
Shroud Suppression system. As a result, the aircraft were 
vulnerable to infrared seeking threats. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background. The OV-1 Mohawk is an Army fixed wing, twin 
engine aircraft used to gather intelligence for Army forward 
combat elements. The OV-1 relies on the AN/ALQ-14 7 Infrared 
Jammer and the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system to 
protect it from inf rared seeking threats. The Louvered Scarfed 
Shroud Suppression system is an optional defensive 
countermeasures system that can be installed when the OV-1 is 
operated in an infrared threat environment. Tests have 
demonstrated that the suppression system is operationally 
suitable and effective, but the addition of the suppression 
system ram air scoops increases drag and perturbs the airflow 
over the wing surfaces. The airflow disturbance becomes more 
pronounced and causes buffeting as the actual airspeed of the 
OV-1 approaches to within 5 to 30 knots above the stall airspeed. 

OV-1 flight characteristics. The basic design 
characteristics of the OV-1 without the Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system cause the aircraft to begin buffeting at the 
threshold of the stall airspeed. OV-1 pilots are trained to 
react to the prestall buffeting as the principal symptom that the 
aircraft is about to enter a stall, because the aircraft is not 
equipped with a stall warning system. The buffeting caused by 
the suppression system is not distinguishable from the prestall 
buffeting. The suppression system induced buffeting effectively 
masks, or covers up, the only indicator available to the pilot 
that the aircraft is about to stall. 

SuPPression system problem. The abnormal flight handling 
characteristics associated with the Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system have been known since 1984, but the Army has 
taken no action to reduce or eliminate the buffeting problem. On 
September 21, 1989, the Aircraft Survivability Equipment Project 
Management Off ice and the Aviation Systems Command Safety Officer 
reviewed the buffeting problems and concluded that the buffeting 
did not pose a flight safety concern. However, Army military 
intelligence unit commanders did not agree with the conclusions 
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reached by the Aviation Systems Command officials and continued 
to resist installing the suppression system on operational 
aircraft. A product improvement program to include stall warning 
instrumentation that would have compensated for the suppression 
system adversities was eliminated when the Army canceled the 
OV-1 upgrade program in 1990. The upgrade program was canceled 
because of budget constraints, and the OV-1 is scheduled for 
retirement by 1997. 

Stall warning and training required. Field uni ts had not 
used the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system since the 
system became operational in 1984. The accumulated flight hours 
of suppressor equipped OV-l's were attributable to flight testing 
and evaluation. Pilots encountered buffeting and adverse flight 
handling characteristics caused by the Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system, and they perceived that the buffeting was an 
"anomaly" that was inherently dangerous. However, the Army 
Aviation Command Safety Office and the Aircraft Survivability 
Project Manager concluded that the buffeting did not represent a 
flight safety concern because the suppression system induced 
buffeting occurred at airspeeds above the stall airspeed. We 
interviewed several OV-1 senior instructor pilots and two Grumman 
OV-lD test pilots, and they asserted that the Louvered Scarfed 
Shroud Suppression system did cause buffeting, but the buffeting 
was discomforting rather than inherently unsafe. The pilots also 
stated that the modified OV-1 flight characteristics stemming 
from the suppression system could be significant. They 
recommended that training be established for operation of the 
OV-1 configured with the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system. One Grumman test pilot stated that if buffeting could 
not be relied on as a warning of impending stall, some other 
warning mechanism, such as a stall warning system, should be made 
available. The Grumman pilot also stated that the real risk is 
that most pilots do not have the training or experience to 
anticipate the changed aerodynamic characteristics of the OV-1 
with the suppressor system installed. No aircraft accidents have 
been caused by the suppression system, but unit commanders have 
not installed the system on the aircraft. 

Operators manual needs revision. We observed that the 
flight operators manual that describes the operation and 
performance characteristics of the OV-1 equipped with the 
Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system was not accurate and 
complete. U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command engineers had 
approved 24 changes to the flight operators manual during testing 
of the OV-1 with the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system 
installed. Of the 24 changes, 7 ( 29 percent) were not made to 
the operators manual. Officials at the Army Aviation School at 
Fort Rucker, Alabama, indicated that funding had been removed 
from the OV-1 program, and no further changes to the flight 
manual were anticipated. 
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Summary. The Army has recognized the vulnerability of the 
OV-1 without the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system. The 
Army has also approved the suppression system and has asserted 
that the suppression system is safe. However, it has not 
established a training program or published accurate and complete 
flight documentation to ensure safe operation of the OV-1 with 
the suppression system. In view of the impending retirement of 
the OV-1 fleet in 1997 and the absence of further program 
funding, we concluded that redesigning the suppression system may 
not be practical. We believe alternative solutions, including 
installing a stall warning system, updating manuals, and training 
would be more cost-effective and would compensate for the 
adversities introduced by the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system. 

RECOMMENDATIONS, MANAGEMENT COMMENTS, AND AUDIT RESPONSE 

l. We recommend that the Assistant ~ecretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) restore funding to the 
OV-l Mohawk program to reinstate the acquisition of a stall 
warning system. 

Army comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) nonconcurred with the 
recommendation based on the time required to obtain funding and 
the planned retirement of the OV-1. fleet in 1997. 

Audit response. The OV-1 is a combat aircraft whose 
mission requires that it be protected from the inf rared 
seeking threat. In our opinion, the stall warning 
system is integral to the safe operation of the OV-1 
aircraft configured with the Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system. We request that the Army 
reconsider its position in response to the final 
report. 

2. We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Training and 
Doctrine Command: 

a. Update OV-1 flight manuals to reflect operational 
differences covered by the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system. 

b. Revise the OV-1 flight training program to include use 
of the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system on school 
aircraft. 
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Army comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) concurred with the 
recommendations concerning the flight manuals and pilot 
training. The OV-1 flight manual TM55-1510-213-10 was updated to 
reflect the operational differences of the Louvered Scarfed 
Shroud Suppression system. The Flight training program will be 
revised to train OV-1 aviators on Louvered Scarfed Shroud 
Suppression system-equipped aircraft beginning in FY 1992. 

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Number Addressee 

Response should cover: 
Concur 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

1. Army x x x 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT 

As of November 16, 1990 

Hot Metal Plus Plume SupPression System 

Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression System 

AN/ALQ-144 Jammer 

Summary of Allegation and Results of Review 

The allegations contained in the four complaints received through 
the DoD Hotline were utilized to draft the following formal 
allegations. The allegations and the results of our review were: 

Hot Metal Plus Plume SupPression (HMPPS) System 

Allegation 1 

There is no ongoing activity at AVSCOM to develop procedures to 
extend the service life of the AH-1 Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression (HMPPS) system beyond the current 300 hours. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The Army initiated efforts to improve the reliability of the 
HMPPS since the reliability problems were first discovered in 
1979. Our review disclosed the Army awarded a contract in 
December 1981 to improve the suppressor reliability. In 1982, 
the contractor delivered technical drawings to the Army that 
detailed design improvements intended to increase reliability. 
As a result of the 1982 improvement recommendations, in 1985 the 
Corpus Christi Army Depot began reinforcing the suppressor 
struts. Also, in 1985 the Army fabricated a prototype suppressor 
unit that included a replaceable nosecone assembly and reinforced 
struts. In August 1990, the Army initiated a contract 
modification to incorporate the prototype suppressor design 
improvements into the production contract. 

Allegation 2 

AVSCOM Material Management Directorate is forecasting a huge 
replacement program without any thought being given to a 
refurbishment program. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

A refurbishment program did exist and the repaired suppressor 
units were being factored into the supply availability studies to 
determine projected suppressor unit requirements. We visited the 
Corpus Christi Army Depot to verify the adequacy and sufficiency 
of the repair activity. We reviewed depot repair activity 
reports and supply inventory records, and we interviewed depot 
personnel to determine that the repair activity was being 
reported accurately and was consistent with supply records. We 
verified that repairs were being made as reported and suppressors 
were being returned to serviceable status as gains into the 
supply system. The depot repaired and returned about 10 
suppressor units per month to the supply system. 

Allegation 3 

The Army is attempting to repair the HMPPS failure rather than 
improve the design. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

As noted in the response to allegation 1, the Army has an effort 
underway to improve reliability in production uni ts. Also, as 
noted in the response to allegation 2, the Army has an active 
repair program underway at Corpus Christi Army Depot. Therefore, 
the Army is attempting to make design improvements in production 
units concurrent with depot repair of failed units. 

Allegation 4 

Insufficient assets are on hand and projected to meet the demand 
for the HMPPS suppressors. The Corpus Christi Army Depot 
receives 9 unserviceable units per month but they are only able 
to return 3 repaired units per month. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

Our review of the repair activity at Corpus Christi Army Depot 
showed that approximately 10 suppressors were received and 
repaired each month rather than the receipt of 9 and repair of 3 
per month as alleged. Depot management indicated that the 
capacity and capability existed to expand repair activity if 
necessary because of increased requirements or an increase in the 
return of unserviceable suppressor units. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Allegation 5 

The accountability for all HMPPS suppressor units cannot be 
determined. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

We determined that the suppressor was properly classified as a 
class IX item according to classification guidelines, consistent 
with its value and application. The suppressor is accountable at 
the depot level and is being tracked in the same manner as all 
class IX items. The suppressor unit is not visible to the supply 
system after it is issued to the field uni ts, but it becomes 
visible when it is returned to the depot for repair. We 
determined that the suppressors located at the depot were 
included in the appropriate accounting records. 

Allegation 6 

The reliability failures of the AN/ALQ-144 infrared jammer were 
not adequately analyzed, defined, or corrected in the AN/ALQ-144A 
design. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

In July and August 1988, two incident reports recorded that 
AN/ALQ-144 jammers experienced bearing failures. The ASE Project 
Management Off ice initiated an investigation to determine the 
cause of the bearing failures on the two uni ts. On 
December 12, 1988, the investigation report disclosed that both 
of the failed systems were produced in 1979, had been in the Army 
inventory since 1980, and had individually accumulated less than 
90 hours cumulative operational time during the eight year 
period. The report concluded that jammers which were in storage 
or were not operated for extended periods of time and were not 
lubricated, were susceptible to premature bearing failures. The 
grease used in the bearings had a shelf life of approximately 
2 years, after which, it lost its lubricating properties. The 
report attributed the bearing failures in the two jammers 
identified in the incident reports to the depletion of grease 
from the bearings. A single test could not have been reasonably 
expected to detect the bearing failures, because the problem 
stemmed from protracted periods of disuse coupled with the 
failure to follow recommended operation and maintenance 
procedures. The operation and maintenance manuals, dated 
August 15, 1987, stated that the jammer was to be covered when 
not in use, operated at weekly intervals, and lubricated every 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

200 hours of operation. The AN/ALQ-144A has incorporated 
improvements as a result of the bearing failures experienced on 
the AN/ALQ-144. The improvements included self-contained 
bearings, increased resistance from exposure to the elements, and 
a bearing shield to help protect the bearings. However, until 
the aircraft are equipped with the "A" model, maintenance and 
operation procedures must be followed to insure that the 
AN/ALQ-144 jammer will operate effectively when needed. We found 
that the cause of the failures was adequately identified and 
corrective action was initiated in a timely manner. 

Allegation 7 

The Reliability Index Determination Test (Bench Test) has been 
used as a singular test to determine acceptance of the 
reliability of the AN/ALQ-144A. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The Reliability Index Determination Test is performed under 
simulated operational conditions. The test chamber is 
automatically cycled through environmental test conditions 
consistent with expected helicopter operational stresses and 
vibrations, in accordance with part 3 of the approved Engineering 
Design Test Plan, Reliability Test Plan for AN/ALQ-144A dated 1 
October 1985 (Revision A). The Reliability Index Determination 
Test was conducted to establish a basis to evaluate and identify 
scheduled maintenance requirements and to assure compliance with 
reliability requirements of Equipment Specification MIL-C
49159 (EL), dated 10 February 1979 using an approved test plan 
( IIIC) of MIL-STD-781C. The Army's testing procedures for the 
AN/ALQ-144A jammer follow the appropriate DoD and Army guidance 
for such tests. 

Allegation 8 

The Reliability Index Determination Test is not a true 
representation of the helicopter environment and has demonstrated 
testing inadequacies. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

As stated in our response to allegation 7, the Reliability Index 
Determination Test is an approved test plan in accordance with 
military specifications and standards. The environmental 
conditions of the test were designed to approximate the actual 
operational environmental conditions of the helicopter. Also, 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Lead-the-Fleet operational flight tests conducted during 1986 and 
1987 at Ft. Rucker support the validity of the Reliability Index 
Determination test and the reliability of the jammer. The flight 
test results disclosed that the jammer was tested a total of 452 
hours without a relevant failure. An AN/ALQ-144A jammer was 
installed and flown on an AH-lF COBRA helicopter for a total of 
242 flight hours without a relevant failure. Another AN/ALQ-144A 
was installed and flown on a UH-lH Huey helicopter for 198 hours, 
a UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter for 4 hours, and a AH-64 Apache 
helicopter for 7.9 hours without a relevant failure. The minimum 
required mean time between failures for the AN/ALQ-144A jammer is 
150 hours. The testing inadequacies referred to in the 
allegation are the two incidents discussed in our reply to 
allegation 6. As we stated, the two failures were attributable 
to improper maintenance and operation practices rather than 
reliability failures. 

Allegation 9 

The Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) between the AN/ALQ-144A 
and other helicopter systems has never been tested. Unless such 
satisfactory test results are provided, it will be considered a 
deficiency in testing in accordance with military specifications. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

Electromagnetic Capability testing on prototype jammers was 
conducted during the Lead-the-Fleet testing conducted in 1986 
through 1987 with aircraft that had full mission equipment on
board. Also, the Electromagnetic Capability test was defined as 
a first article test requirement in the Test and Evaluation 
Master Plan, dated July 25, 1988. The Electromagnetic Capability 
test existed as a deliverable requirement in the AN/ALQ-144A 
contract when it was awarded on September 28, 1989. Although the 
Electromagnetic Capability test was not completed on production 
units at the time of the allegation, the requirement was 
established at the time of contract award, in accordance with the 
1988 Test and Evaluation Master Plan, and was scheduled to be 
conducted during the first article test. The Electromagnetic 
Capability test on production units was successfully completed in 
August 1990. 

Allegation 10 

The AN/ALQ-144A development efforts under Contract DAAK20-83-C
0900 require delivery of a competitive technical data package, 
and dual qualification requirements for selecting subcontractors. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The 1983 development contract did require delivery of a 
competitive technical data package (level 3 drawings). The 
contractor delivered the prototype jammers in accordance with the 
terms of the contract, but while the prototype AN/ALQ-144As were 
being tested, the threat changed. The new threat, which was 
promulgated in 1988, required further changes in the prototype 
model. The planned acquisition strategy was to incorporate the 
required changes into the prototype model and update the drawings 
as a part of the existing engineering development contract rather 
than award another engineering development contract. The 
technical data package was not validated at the time the 
production contract was awarded. The absence of validated 
technical drawings was sufficient justification to award the sole 
source production contract. It would have been inappropriate for 
the Army to initiate a competitive solicitation for production of 
AN/ALQ-144A jammers based on a technical data package which was 
not validated. 

Allegation 11 

If the solicitation has intentions to provide supplemental data 
for added changes necessary to compete, why is the solicitation 
loaded up with such a high quantity of hardware. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

We determined that the contract quantities were consistent with 
established Army operational requirements, and were reviewed and 
approved by the Army Materiel Command and the Under Secretary of 
the Army. The contract quantities were based on a combination of 
quantities needed for projected deliveries of new helicopters and 
retrofitting of existing helicopters over the three year contract 
delivery schedule. The solicitation quantities were not 
excessive. For additional information refer to our discussion of 
Allegation 17. 

Allegation 12 

The Army is not promoting competition to the extent as required 
in the Government Code of Ethics. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The sole source production contract awarded by the Army for the 
production of the AN/ALQ-144A jarnrners was adequately documented 
and sufficiently justified. Proper approvals were obtained and 
procedures were followed. The contract was predicated on an 
operational requirement that was generated by a validated 
threat. The sole source award was appropriate, in the best 
interest of the Government, and did not violate the Government 
Code of Ethics. The specific facts leading to the award of the 
sole source production contract are discussed in our response to 
allegation 13. 

Allegation 13 

Higher headquarters (AMC) conducted an inadequate and unfair 
investigation regarding a competitor's protest. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The Army Materiel Command (AMC) conducted an independent review 
of the contract award process, and the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) rendered a protest ruling upholding the Army position 
concerning the propriety of the same contract award. The award 
was held to be proper by the Army AMC review team. The new 
threat required further changes in the AN/ALQ-144A prototype 
countermeasures set. The additional changes were incorporated in 
the production contract. The planned acquisition strategy was to 
make the required engineering changes in the prototype model, and 
update the technical level 3 drawings. The other two recent 
manufacturers of the AN/ALQ-144 were not considered technically 
capable by the Army of independently redesigning the AN/ALQ-144A 
to meet the revised threat. The Army awarded a sole source 
contract to develop the AN/ALQ-144A, and subsequent additional 
changes, to the original developer of the AN/ALQ-144. The AMC 
review team concluded that the Technical Data Package was 
incomplete and inadequate for competition at the time and that 
only the designer of the AN/ALQ-144 was capable of making the 
necessary engineering changes to develop the AN/ALQ-144A and 
upgrade the existing AN/ALQ-144A prototypes based on the further 
threat revision. The GAO denied the sole source award protest on 
June 16, 1989 because only a prototype of the AN/ALQ-144A had 
been developed and delivered by Sanders and development was not 
complete. Existing level 3 technical drawings were not suitable 
for manufacture and updated technical drawings were not 
available. Moreover, the protesting contractor was not a viable 
additional contractor because it lacked the required security 
clearance to perform. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFENSE HOTLINE COMPLETION REPORT (cont'd) 

Allegation 14 

Who was at fault for not getting the latest changes as now 
desired into these drawings? 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

No one was at fault. The evolution of technology required a 
corresponding change in capability to defeat the emerging 
threat. The changes were incorporated into the AN/ALQ-144A in a 
timely manner, but additional changes were necessitated after the 
prototype AN/ALQ-144A jammers had been delivered. As a result of 
the further change in requirements, the technical data package 
was incomplete and inadequate for competition of the initial 
production contract. 

Allegation 15 

Since the Navy had incorporated these changes (now desired by the 
Army) on their special program why has not anyone asked or stated 
the time the Navy completed this effort? Or could it be that 
these latest changes were to meet a newer and later threat were 
really in existence for quite a while? What kind of a change is 
this? 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The changes made to the AN/ALQ-144 by the Navy were not desired 
or needed by the Army. The Navy "Phase Lock" modifications had 
nothing in common with the modifications made by the Army to 
upgrade the AN/ALQ-144 to the AN/ALQ-144A. In 1988, the Navy was 
directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to develop a phase lock 
capability for a special program application. The phase lock 
configuration enabled an aircraft to simultaneously operate two 
AN/ALQ-144 jammers without producing mutual signal 
interference. The Navy procurement of the phase lock 
configuration was a non-recurring requirement. For additional 
information, refer to our discussion of allegation 16. 

Allegation 16 

If the change is phase lock capability why don't they just state 
that instead of repeatedly saying necessary for yet a newer 
threat? Or was the Government afraid that the competitor 
protester could develop the technique by reverse engineering the 
Navy systems? Also if the Navy paid for a phase lock effort why 
doesn't the Government have a right to the data? 
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Results of Review by DoDIG 

The phase lock configuration of the AN/ALQ-144 is separate and 
distinct from the upgrade of the AN/ALQ-144 to the AN/ALQ-144A. 
The Army's current plans include acquisition of the AN/ALQ-144A 
and upgrading existing AN/ALQ-144s to the AN/ALQ-144A 
configuration because of significant vulnerabilities caused by a 
change in the threat. Although the Army has no requirement for 
the phase lock configuration, the Army is the procuring activity 
for all services for the AN/ALQ-144A, and the provision for the 
phase lock configuration was included as a contingency for future 
DoD special applications. The Navy was directed to procure the 
phase lock configuration by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for a 
special application and did not procure the technical data from 
Sanders because the Navy did not envision the phase lock 
configuration to be a recurring requirement. 

Allegation 17 

If the Government wanted truly to compete the systems and 
modification kits, why are there so many systems being bought on 
the sole source contract? Since one of the options for 
modification kits has already been awarded (mod kit cost $17K 
each) and plans are underway to exercise more options, what is 
going to be left for competition to bid on? The Sanders sole 
source contract schedule shows the options expiring before 
Sanders delivers the updated TDP that the Government should have 
received years ago. Isn't this quite convenient? 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The acquisition plan indicated that the acquisition quantities 
procured for Fiscal Years 1989, 1990 and 1991 were consistent 
with the quantities required for the period in order to meet 
aircraft production schedules for the UH-60 and AH-64 plus 
modernization of the UH-1 and AH-1 helicopters. Further, 
helicopters currently in the field needed to be upgraded from the 
AN/ALQ-144 to the AN/ALQ-144A for protection against the current 
threat. The Army acquisition strategy to procure the AN/ALQ
144A jammers and modification kits was consistent with 
requirements and based on a valid operational need to protect 
helicopters from the threat. 
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Allegation 18 

With phase lock much more generating power is required. Has 
anyone checked the helicopter's capability? Is the cost for 
phase lock capability worth the few helicopters it can actually 
be installed on? 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

As stated in our response to allegation 15 above, the phase lock 
configuration was procured at the direction of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff for a special application. The Army is the procuring 
activity for all services for the AN/ALQ-144A jammers. The 
inclusion of the phase lock configuration on the sole source 
production contract was a contingency to provide for exigent 
acquisition of the phase lock configuration if additional 
requirements are identified. The Army has no requirement for the 
phase lock configuration, but the Navy has used phase lock on a 
limited number of aircraft which use the same airframe and 
engines as Army helicopters (SH-60/UH-60). 

Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression (LSSS) System 

Allegation 19 

Adverse flight characteristics on the OV-lD Mohawk have been 
reported by pilots when the LSSS system is installed on the 
aircraft. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression (LSSS) system does 
introduce adverse flight handling characteristics into the 
operation of the OV-lD aircraft. The OV-lD aircraft does not 
have a stall warning system. The OV-lD pilots are trained to rely 
on the prestall buffeting, or vibration that is inherent in the 
aircraft design as the indicator that the aircraft is about to 
enter a stall. The LSSS similarly causes the aircraft to buffet 
at airspeeds approaching stall. The LSSS-induced buffeting masks 
the prestall buffeting and gives the pilot a false indication 
that the aircraft is about to enter a stall. The LSSS-induced 
buffeting occurs at airspeeds from 5 to 30 knots above the actual 
stall speed. Few incidents have been reported concerning the 
effects of the LSSS system on the OV-lD flight handling 
characteristics because the system is optional and is installed 
only when the aircraft is perceived to operate in an infrared 
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threat environment. We concluded that a potential problem does 
exist relating to the use of the LSSS system on the OV-lD 
aircraft because pilots are not trained to operate LSSS-equipped 
aircraft. Further, we believe that training must be supplemented 
with a stall warning system capable of indicating when the 
aircraft is at the stall threshold. The absence of a stall 
warning system could create a potential safety of flight hazard 
by causing the pilot to initiate inappropriate evasive or 
corrective action based on the pilot's learned response to the 
onset of buffeting. We are making these recommendations to the 
Army in our forthcoming report of audit. 

Allegation 20 

While running an upgraded T-704 engine at high torque, problems 
were experienced with the engine's f ireseal, which prevents an 
engine compartment fire from burning the wing. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The upgraded T-704 engine was one of the improvements planned in 
the upgrade of the OV-10 to the OV-lE. The OV-1 upgrade program 
was canceled in 1990 because of budget constraints, and the OV
10 fleet will be retired over the next seven years. The fireseal 
problem was discovered during the course of a prototype 
test. The purpose of the prototype test was to expose problems 
such as the fireseal during the development stages of the upgrade 
program. The f ireseal problem was properly disclosed by the 
test, and was recognized as an action item to be corrected. No 
further action was taken because the Army canceled the OV-1 
upgrade program. 

Allegation 21 

Anomalies precluded the LSSS system from being considered in the 
prototyping of a multimillion dollar upgrade of the total Mohawk 
aircraft. 

Results of Review by DoDIG 

The OV-1 upgrade program was canceled by the Army in 1990. At 
the time of the audit we could not determine if LSSS would have 
been included in the upgrade because the LSSS system was 
considered to be an optional accessory to be used as required. 
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Conclusions. Based on the results of our inquiry and audit of 
the 21 allegations of the three systems mentioned in the 
complaints, we concluded that allegation 19 concerning the 
adverse flight handling characteristics of the OV-lD aircraft 
caused by the LSSS system had merit. We issued a Quick-Reaction 
Audit Report concerning the improper approval of a Value 
Engineering Change Proposal. Additionally, we are developing a 
comprehensive report of audit that will address the LSSS issue as 
well as issues disclosed during the audit relating to other 
aspects of the three systems. The issues in the audit report, 
excepting the LSSS related issue, stem from potential reportable 
conditions found during audit rather than the allegations 
presented to the hotline. In our opinion, the inquiries made of 
the allegations during previous reviews by other activities were 
fairly presented, resulted in disclosure of all relevant facts, 
and were accurate in their conclusions. 

Recommendations. We recommend that the foregoing issues relating 
to the HMPPS, LSSS, and AN/ALQ-144A systems be closed and no 
further work relating to the issues presented in the 21 preceding 
allegations be initiated. The audit findings disclosed as a 
result of our related audit of these three systems will be 
presented in a separate report of audit, and will be resolved in 
accordance with DoD Directive 7650.3. 
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During the survey phase of our audit, we determined that 
additional audit work was not warranted in the areas of contract 
procedures and system design for the AN/ALQ-144 Inf rared 
Jammer. A discussion of these areas follows. 

Contract Procedures. We reviewed the September 30, 
1989, sole source award to Sanders Associates, Inc., for the 
initial AN/ALQ-144A production contract. The Army Materiel 
Command conducted an independent review of the planned 
acquisition and found the award to be proper. A competing 
contractor protested the award to the General Accounting 
Office. The General Accounting Office denied the protest stating 
that the Communications-Electronics Command did not act 
unreasonably in concluding that only one known source could meet 
the Government's needs within the required time. We concluded 
that the acquisition strategy was consistent with requirements, 
and the contract award was proper. 

System Design. Changes in the threat caused 
development of the prototype AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammers, and 
the Army had received six prototype models of the AN/ALQ-144A 
from the existing engineering development contract. Further 
changes in the threat necessitated additional changes to the 
prototype AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Jammers. As a result, the 
technical data package was incomplete and inadequate for 
competition of the initial production contract for the AN/ALQ
144A in time to meet the Army's delivery requirements. The Army 
asserted that the similarities that existed between the AN/ALQ
144 and the AN/ALQ-144A models coupled with the extensive design 
experience of the contractor on the original AN/ALQ-144 and the 
extensive reliability and operational testing completed on the 
prototype jammers were adequate basis to transition into 
production of the AN/ALQ-144A. The quantities and delivery 
requirements specified in the sole source contract were 
consistent with Army requirements. We concluded that design 
maturity had been sufficiently achieved before the production 
decision was made, and that adequate testing and evaluation 
quality assurance procedures existed to ensure the AN/ALQ-144A 
Infrared Jammer met the minimum reliability requirements. 
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We did not identify any significant reportable conditions in 
evaluating the audit objectives relating to reliability, 
availability, and maintainability of the Hot Metal Plus Plume 
Suppression system and operational testing of the AN/ALQ-144A 
Infrared Jammer. In these areas, additional audit work did not 
disclose any significant reportable problems. A discussion of 
these areas follows. 

Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression System reliability. The 
suppressor unit has experienced reliability problems since its 
unsuccessful first article test in 1979. The minimum reliability 
requirement was 300 hours mean time between failures, but the 
suppressor experienced thermal stress cracking and did not pass 
the test. The Army elected to accept the suppressor as it was 
designed and to execute a concurrent product improvement contract 
to increase the reliability of the suppressor. A prototype 
suppressor unit was fabricated that used the revisions 
recommended in the product improvement contract, and the Army 
claimed the prototype suppressor was operated for an estimated 
1, 500 hours without a relevant failure. We were unable to 
substantiate the validity of the 1,500-hour assertion. The 
changes to improve reliability were cut into production in 1990, 
and the Army was optimistic that the changes would improve the 
reliability beyond the minimum acceptable level of 300 hours. We 
concluded that the Army has initiated appropriate action to 
improve reliability beyond the minimum requirements, and that the 
simplification of the suppressor construction resulting from the 
reliability improvements will also reduce depot level suppressor 
maintenance. 

Hot Metal Plus Plume Suppression System availability. The 
suppressor unit is the principal component of the Hot Metal Plus 
Plume Suppression system. A review of the suppressor demand 
history and the projected suppressor requirements disclosed that 
the quantity of projected reparable suppressors and the quantity 
of suppressors due in from an existing contract were adequate to 
meet the projected requirements. Responsible depot personnel 
stated that the depot was capable of expanding the repair 
program, if necessary, to meet an increase in requirements. 
Further, proliferation of suppressor units produced after 
implementation of the reliability improvements will cause 
increased repair actions to be completed at intermediate level 
maintenance activities and a corresponding decrease in depot 
repair actions. We concluded that availability was adequate. 
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AN/ALQ-144 Operational testing. Formal operational testing 
was not planned for the AN/ALQ-144A countermeasures set since it 
was a modification of the AN/ALQ-144 and maintenance procedures 
will be similar. Our review indicated tests for reliability have 
been, and will continue to be, conducted on a continuous basis 
throughout production. For example, four AN/ALQ-144A Jammers were 
subjected to over 3,442 cumulative hours of reliability testing 
without a relevant failure during the reliability index 
determination test conducted in late 1986. This equated to a 
system mean time between failures greater than or equal to 
1, 490 hours at a 90-percent confidence level. System 
requirements are for an upper test limit meantime between 
failures of 300 hours. In addition, an AN/ALQ-144A Jammer was 
installed and flown on an AH-lF aircraft for 242 flight hours. 
Another set was installed and flown for 198 hours on a UH-lH, 
4 hours on a UH-60A, and 7. 9 hours on an AH-064. Neither set 
experienced any relevant failure. The AN/ALQ-144 passed the 
first article test in August 1990. We concluded that testing was 
adequate. The Army completed the first article test on the 
AN/ALQ-144A in August 1990. We concluded future contractor 
reliability testing for the AN/ALQ-144A will adequately satisfy 
testing requirements. 
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL MONETARY AND OTHER BENEFITS 
RESULTING FROM AUDIT 

Recommendation 
Reference Description of Benefit 

Amount and/or 
Type of Benefit 

A.l. and 
A. 2. 

Program Results - Increased 
survivability of aircraft. 

Nonmonetary. 

B.l. and 
B.2. 

Economy and Efficiency -
Reduced operation and 
maintenance costs for 
the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared 
Jammer. 

Undeterminable. 
Funds put to 
better use. 

C.l. and 
c. 2. 

Program Results - Increased 
survivability of aircraft. 

Nonmonetary. 
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APPENDIX D: ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED 

Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Washington, DC 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation), 

Washington, DC 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense, Washington, DC 

Department of the Army 

Off ice of the Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Research, Development and Acquisition), Washington, DC 

Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, VA 
Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, MO 
Army Communications-Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 
Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, AL 
Corpus Christi Army Depot, Corpus Christi, TX 
Army Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, AZ 
224th MI, Fort Hunter, GA 
82nd Airborne Brigade, Fort Bragg, NC 
160th Special Operations Aviations Regiment, Fort Campbell, KY 

Department of the Navy 

Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC 
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 
Marine Aircraft Groups 26 and 29, Marine Corps Air Station, 

New River, NC 
2nd Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine Corps Air Station, 

Cherry Point, NC 

Department of the Air Force 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and Engineering, 
Washington, DC 

Secretary of the Air Force, Directorate of Strategic Programs, 
Washington, DC 

Eglin Air Force Base, FL 

Defense Agencies 

Defense Contract Management Area Operations, Birmingham, AL 
Defense Contract Administration Office, Birmingham, AL. 

Contractor 

Hays Targets, Leeds, AL 
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Off ice of the Secretary of Defense 


Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation) 

Comptroller of the Department of Defense 


Department of the Army 


Secretary of the Army 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Financial Management) 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 


Acquisition) 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations, Logistics and 

Environment) 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics 
Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command 
Commander, Corpus Christi Army Depot, Corpus Christi, TX 

Department of the Navy 

Secretary of the Navy 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management) 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development and 

Acquisition) 

Defense Logistics Agency 

Commander, Defense Contract Management Area Operations 

When the report is produced in final form, it will be distributed to 
additional interested parties in the Department of Defense, as well 
as to the following non-DoD Federal Organizations. 
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Non-DoD Activities 

Off ice of Management and Budget 

U.S. General Accounting Office, NSIAD Technical Information Center 

Congressional Committees: 
Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Appropriations 
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations 
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, 

Committee on Government Operations 
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PART IV - MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

Department of the Army Comments 

Department of the Navy Comments 





I 

Management.Comments: Department of the Army 

e 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 


OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR OPERATIONS ANO PLANS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0400 


REPLY TO 
ATTENTION O~ 

2 g MAY 19Q1DAMO-FDZ 

MEMORANDUM THRU \':( 1991~i:~ioi"~~iFrr:i ::=p..:~~'/l~r;;m P~b'1S 
ASSISTrwJ'Il ~l!IQ:Ril~AA¥ 9F ~HI!: h."1HY (~E~ReH, A. 5:; 

Bl!lVl!ltiePtH!lHT, :Mf1' ACC!"I!II!O!t') I "*1 

FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (AUDITING) 

SUBJECT: Draft Report on the Audit of suppression Systems for the 
AH-1 Helicopter and ov-1 Aircraft, and the AN/ALQ-144 Jammer for 
Helicopters (Project No. OAL-8004)--INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

i. The purpose of this memorandum is to respond to SAIG-PA 
memorandum dated 9 April 1991, subject as above (Tab A), on the 
Draft Audit Report, 20 March 1991 (TAB E) for information to 
formulate an Army position on the subject referenced above. 

2. HQ TRADOC and HQ AMC were tasked to provide input for 
developing a consolidated Army position (TAB F). 

3. In accordance with DODD 7650.3 the following is the Army 
position for the Draft Report: 

a. Recommendation A-2: Nonconcur with proposed finding and 
recommendation to re-evaluate the need for missile detection 
systems and automatic chaff and flare dispensers. Analysis of the 
requirement has been completed and the Army will install the 
missile detector only on the EH-60, CH-47D, MH-60L, MH-47E, RC-12K 
aircraft. Additional justification is attached at Tab B. 

b. Recommendation B: Concur with recommendation; completion 
of the action was accomplished 30 Sep 90. Additional comments, to 
include actions taken during Operation Desert Shield /Storm, are 
addressed at Tab c. 

c. Recommendation C-1: Nonconcur with proposed 
recommendation based upon the time required to obtain funding in 
conjunction with the planned retirement of the OV/RD-lD fleet to 
be completed by FY 97 (Tab D). 

Recommendation C-2: Concur with recommendation as 
stated. Issue was discussed for resolution at the TRADOC Fixed 
Wing/SEMA Systems Program Review (SPR) held a - 10 Jan 91. TM 
55-1510-213-10 has already been updated to reflect operational 
differences covered by the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
(LSSS). TRADOC will be provided with one system by AVSCOM to 
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DAMO-FDZ 
SUBJECT: Draft Report on the Audit of suppression Systems for the 
AH-1 Helicopter and OV-1 Air~raft, and the AN/ALQ-144 Jammer for 
Helicopters (Project No. OAL-8004)--INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

familiarize and train pilots on the use and operation of the LSSS 
system. TRADOC will be tasked to comply with the recommendation 
to train aviators beginning FY92. Additional information is 
attached at Tab D. 

4. ATCD-ATIR, AMCIR, SAFE-AV-AEC, AMCPM-ES, and SARO-SA concur. 

5. Point of contact for this office is MAJ Mallory, DAMO-FDV, DSN 
225-9636. 

Encls ~~ 
Major General, GS 

Director of Requirements (Combat) 


CF: 

DAMO-ZQ (w/o TABS E and F) 

SAIG-PA (w/o TABS E and F) 


30 May 91 - Approved for 

~~~-
MAJ, GS 

ADAS 


-2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-1700l.~1 
S: 13 May 1991 

SAICT-PA (36-2b) 9 April 1991 

~: Draft Report en the Al.xli.t of Supp:ressicn Systems for the AH-1 
Helicx:.pter arxi OIT-1 Aircraft, arxi the AN/AIQ-144 Janner for Helicq>ters 
(Project R:>. 0AL-8004) 

1. SAIG-PA menorandun, 3 April 1991, subject as above, is rescirrled. 
Enclosed is IG, IXD menorandun, with draft report, for review arxi acticn. 
Mr. Dale Hansen, ~SA, arxi Major Robert Mallary, J:WiD, nutually agreed to 
return this au:lit report to CJ:X:S)PS for reply. Army Regulaticn 36-2 requires 
an infarmatiCll menorandun alertin;J the Secretary of the Anny arxi the Olief of 
Staff if the report o::ntains criticism of M policy, procedures, or 
practices, "'1.ich may result in adverse publicity. If required, subnit the 
infonnaticn Kil' 16 ~ 1991. 

2. If ycu require inpJt fran other Army elements to fornulate an Army 
positioo, request that infcmnaticn fran those arganizaticns by separate 
corresparlence. Sero the oorrespoodence t:hrcu;Jh the internal review offices 
of other staff or o::mnand elements, where awlicable. 

3. Request that ycu forward your respaise t:h:ccu;#l SARO NLT 13 May 1991 
to IG, IXD (Auditing). Also, forward a oopy of that resp::nse to SAICT-PA. 

4. IXXD 7650.3 requires that your cx:mnents indicate either agreement or 
disagreement for each findin;J, recoumeroatiCll, or estimated mc:netary benefit. 
If ycu agree, describe the oo:crective acticns taken or planned, the <Xllpl.eticn 
dates far actiCllS already taken, arxi the estimated <Xllpl.eticn dates for the 
planned actiCllS. Agreellel.t with m:netary benefits may necessitate the 
reo::NerJ of resources; if so, incltde the status of this recovery acticn in 
the M cx:mnents. If you disagree with any of the f:iro.in:Js, rea::nmeroaticns, 
or estimated m::netary benefits, state the specific reasc:n(s) far disagreement 
arxi provide revised estimates of m:::netary or other anticipated benefits. You 
you may suggest different methods far accx:rrplishing needed lnprovenents. 
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5. If you desire further infonnatioo, cx:ntact Ms. Flanagan at 44646. 

FCR '1HE INSPEClt:R GllNERAI.: 

Encl ~~ 
ActmJ Chief, Operatioos, 

Plans and Analysis Divisicn 

CF: (w/d encl) 

SAFM-.ro SARO-IE 
 SALL DACS-tM NC (IR-A)
SAILE SAAG-PRP SAPA-PP DM.0-iM! FCRSO:M (FO:S-IR)
DAM>-ZXS DN>D-ZXG 'IRAlXX! (ATIR) USASCX: (AOIR) 
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COMMAND COMMENTS 
DEPARTMENT or DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL DRAFT R.!PORT 

AUntT OF THE SUPPRESSION S~STEMS FOR T~ 
AB-1 HELICOPTER AND OV-l AIRCRAFT, ANO 
THE AN/AL0-144 JAMMER FOR HELICOPTERS 
(Project No. OAL-8004) (AMC No. 09018) 

(AVSCOM Project No. 04-1289-357) 

Finding and Recommendation A--Threat Compared to System 
Reguirements 

Defensive infrared countermeasures systems were not always 
effectively employed to protect combat and combat support 
helicopters. This occurred becauae the Army did not always 
install missile detection systems, and the Navy and Marine Corps 
did not install suppression systems or upgrade existing Infrared 
Jammers. Aa a result, some combat and combat support 
helicopters could be exposed to infrared directed threat systems 
aqai~t which they have only limited effectiveness. 

Additional comments: 

Collllilents are provided at enclosure 1. 

Recommendation A•2. 

We recommend that the Commander, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine 
Command (TRADOC), reevaluate the need for missile detection 
systems with automatic chaff and flare dispensers to release 
decoy devices and alert pilots to the presence of an imminent 
threat. 

Action Takenz 

We believe that TRAOOC should nonconcur with the recollllll9ndation 
because of the very clear Army requirements that exist for 
infrared (IR) protection and the method by which the 'Ar~Y has 
i~plemented the appropriate IR protection •uite. It ia already 
very obvious. t.o the Army what misaile detection systems are 
needed and what platforms they ar• needed on. 'l'his is explained
in more detail in the additional comments at enclosure 1. 
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Page 16 ~ 17, ~issil• D•tecticn Systems 

The overall descrtpticn of missile detection systems implies that they are 
used in conjunction with both chaff and flar-•• as w•ll as being us•d tc provide 
&n alert to the pilot. This is not accurate. Th• Army wa• the first ~d only 
service to utilize missile detection systl!ftls on helicopters as p~t of an 
InfrArtd Countermeasures Suite. Thi~ was in the for~ of the AN/ALQ-1!6<V>1 
syst•~ which was fieldltd on CH-47 h•licoptltt"s in 198S. These same missil~ 
detectors, developed by the U.S. Army, were used on VtP aircraft op11rated by 
th• Navy Just prier to fieldinQ to U.S. Ar9y units. 

The Army has found from e~tensiv• t~stinQ of chaff that utilization cf a 
•iHil• detector to disp~se chafof is not effectiv•. In Ol'"der for chaH to bi! 
effective against rad.r threat systems it ftltJSt be used to prev11nt track by the 
threat radar. This must be done before the missile i9 launched and therefore 
cannct ba influancllCI by a missile detec:tcr. Additionally, the Ar~y has found 
that chaff dispensin9 i!IUSt be accompanied by maneuver based on Radar Warning 
indications for which the missile warnin9 system can provide no useful 
infC1r"111&t.i on. 

rt lil'lould &15":3 be reco9nized that al•ost all IR missile firin9s take less 
than 6 seconds froa1 launch to impact. B•caus• of this 9)(tr-.iely short time 
these is essentially no benefit to warn the pilot that a •issile has bean 
detected in flight. Th• missile d•tactor must be set to aut()jftatically cue a 
flare at the appropriate time before impact to assure that the threat will be 
decoyed. If the ti~ of c:11spens1n9 anc:I tha direction of flare fire are not ut 
to assure success without requiring maneuver the system is not properly 
desi;nlPd ;and will not achieve m.tKi.ium effactiven•••· 

This paragraph states that th• Army did not install missile detectors en 
cQlllbat and combat support helicopters. This is net an accurate statement. A$ 
pravicusly discussed th• U.S. Army w&• th• first and only service to install a 
•issila detector on helicopters. In addition, to th• AN/ALQ-156CV>1 which was 
inst1ll•d on CH-47 1ircraft baginnin; in 1qss, the AN/A~Q-1S6<V>2 has been 
installed on all EH-60 aircraft, 

Th• Army's d•ci1ion to not put missile detectors en other helicopters was 
based on a combination of the ~tssion performed by th01i• helicopters .and an 
analysis of the threat information. Thi1 an1lysis concluded, •• these findings 
also conclude on pa9e 1!, that th• use of infrared suppression or th• 
COlllb1n•t1on of 1nfrar~ suppr!!Sston and the AN/~Q-144A provide an aff9Ctive 
countermeasure to all known thr•at •Y•t1t1111. Therefore there is no requirement 
for '•••ile det-.:tion on these helicopters. 

Tne Army does recooni?e the need for a misaila dettrC:ticn sy5tem in order to 
count•r futl.lf'e projected thr11t syst•ms, This is supported by development 
•fforts for the Advanced Threat Infrared Countermeasures. 
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Pa;• 1e, Summary 

Contrary to statament& made in thi& •ummary, the Army does install missil• 
d•~•ction sy5t&ms in some helicopters today. Ther~ will be missile detection 
sy~tems installed on MH-~OK tlnd 1'1ti-47E h•licopter5 wnen d~livered and the Army 
ii curr•ntly emboll"kin~ on a development pr09ram to develop an InfrarEd 
C.:luntirme•sure~ Suite fer countartng project•d IR thr~ats which will 
incorporate a •itsile det91:tcr. Addit1onally, it should be noted that the Air 
Force doe& not U»il missil~ det1Ktors on its spitt?:ial operations helicopters and 
it has not purchased, although they have plan& to purcha5• 1 AN/ALQ-144A jamm!!!"5 
to r~lace their AN/ALQ-144 ja.nmers. The Marine Corp <111d Navy currently nave 
mis;ile detectors installed only on limited numb•r• of CH-40 and SH-60 
h•licoptar'i. 

The statement made in this paragraph that the Army did use ccuntar!11'1asure 
system• that provided an •dequ•t• level of protection, seem• to 1110re accurately 
refl&c:t the r••l •ituations rath•r than the conclusion drawn in the cover 
lettltl", executive •Wlllll&rY and openin~ statement• of these findings, that states 
that defensive infl"'Med c:ounter111easur•s went net al~ys eHectivaly employed. 
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COMMAND COMMENTS 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL DRAFT REPORT 

AUDIT OF THE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS POR TBE 
AH-1 HELICOPTER AND OV-l AIRCRAFT, ANO 
THZ AN/AL0-144 J).MMER POR HELICOPTERS 
(Project No. OAL-8004) (AMC No. 09018) 

(AVSCOM Project No. 04-1289-357) 

Finding and Reco!lllllendation B--Reliaoility of the AN/AL0-144 
infrared Jammer 

The AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammer experienced premature bearing 
failures. The bearing failures were caused by extended periods
of disuse and the unit personnel'• failure to adhere to 
recolll.lllended operation and maintenance procedures. A.a a result, 
the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared JaJQJ!ler's reliability was severely 
degraded, which reduced the probability of mission success and 
increased aircraft vulnerability to infrared seeking tlu'eata. 

Additional Comments: 

!lone. 

Recommendation B. 

We reco111J11end that the u. s. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations and Plans (DCSOPS): and Commander, U. S. Air Force 
Loqistics Co111J11and, issue supplemental guidance to ensu_re: 

l. Operation and maintenance of AN/AL0-144 Infrared Jammers 
according to the operation and maintenance procedures specified
in TM 11-5865-200-12 or HAVAIR l6-3SALQl44-l. 

2. Proper i~atallation of the protective covers on the 
Infrared Jammer• that are mounted on aircraft when the aircraft 
are not being operated. 

Action 'l'akenr 

We believe that DCSOPS should concur with these reco111»endations. 
Implementation of tbe recommended actions was completed on 
30 Sep 90 via a U.S. Army COll\munications and Electronics Command 
(CECOM) Supply and Maintenance Bulletin (VolUJ11e 16, Ro. 3, dated 
30 Sep 90) issued to the field (enclosure l). In addition to 
thi• corrective action there have been nW11erous advisory 
messages/discussions with aviation field units regarding proper 
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operation, maintenance, storage and shipping instructions for 
the ALQ-144A. In addition, during Opera~ion Desert Shield and 
Desert Storm; weekly Aviation Corps level ~eetinga were 
conducted with representatives from all aviation units present • 

• 	 It was emphasized many times during these meetings that the 
ALQ-144 IR Jammer bad to be utilized, maintained, and covered in 
accordance with published technical manuals/maintenance manual 
procedures. 

2 
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CECOM SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE BULLETIN 

MAT•:1u1-.1. ~f.\'\ \(;J-:~u:s·r 1>uu:c.&0H.\n: s e MAINTl-:lliiA~<:t·: l>IRt:CTORA rt: 816 . . 
' 

vol. 1e no. 3 30 sept t eeo 
' 

'F&:~ To~~~ 

~~ e...,\,.e~ 

> •• 
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04--11Yl'391 u:S5 •::lilC'"..11 ~t•r fOI" ~If.I 

~ •••11 ~~r~r N-• ~•e~ ,,, th• 1~r~ ooli1cn ••ad •11 FlRr.FtlllDER 
~l'l••,.v1i:••a1 .. $hould 9g to roav wl'lltn 1n •ll .actu&llty ~n•y ~-•lly ~~ld 90 
t"O ;At.D. !:AAO :.nd To&V .,.. only .\b<'!L•t .'!1)1)11 111 l4K _."...,.t •o ti.It.II' t -s.a1d only o. 
•••11 .rror. · ,.,. .,.. t.11o:in~ ~t1Jn "•' r.a,.,.tt~t th• n•:1t ARII•• Dut: unt1 l thtt!'I- •Jl'I• COOll•ll """t, pl••"'• r•.f.-.ain .,.....,., •l'\\Pl>H'9 II IREF1ND£~ un••rv\c:itabl •w. to 
Tl')8... SACR~NTO AP!l'I\' Dt:PO·r ,. tna t,l •<:• tt••y ~01.lld ;o. 

ANJTPX•4d v1-ve 
tl'I or~~ '!O 1-.p tQJh' fl"ea fMI • n'lf b•d about hav1l'l9 Jan• t•~·· tne 

l"tREF:NDEft c•.~.1+• -•" froai th..1'11, r~•·'- d•ctd" ro l•t tna111 tak• i:.are o.f tl'I• 
l'lotor-TKMOIH't.,. • N$lll ill l<'.•~-Oc•-00':'.-!5.~' part Of th• ANITPX-40 \I\ •Vb. F-1 •••• 
sat1ct &11 .,.aUr! •Jl'\•9rv•C'.eAhies to TOfc• AgAf' a• Neal l'I~• th•• to Hl.1 
r•qi.u at ti Ol'S.: . 

PCC Nt>al D Rffvff l)SN ~2-4Q75 

AN/PPX-3,AN/GSX-1 
T08V"• ;ett•no ~ l&t o4 print t.~•v· They .,... dOlf\9 • niee jab on tl'I• 

AN/PPX•: tA&ti~ lntlM"r~•tors &l'\G th• ANIGSX-t <Al Progr•llllllaf"s ~o we"4 ra&lly 
lik• it if yo4,·~ •h>' •ny wns.,.v,e••bl•• you •1gnt l'l•v• to TOiV r••l quick 
1 t k•· 

Aft... YO\!: turn in your l.ln..,.v1c••ble. to T09Ve you ar• goin~ to mar• than 
11 k•l y r•qi..u si ti oft .a rep 1M!lf1119f'\t. Wh.n you do, 11141<• ~· yo1.1 u•e TVPE 
RiOUl~!MENT CODl •2•u• Th• T~ o4 ~i•• tndacat•s co ill is •nd tn• rest o.f 
OLU" foH: th&t;tt114 1• • replttna&l'l••nt d-..nc:t •net as .ucl'I, yOl.l h•v• ·hr•t. 
'1t"iarlty ~or ~•l•••• ~4 equ1p$ent, provictin9 w. nave stock on h&nct. 04 
cour••• if teu ctOl'l"t \.tile Typ• Aequ1r•..-nt Cc4• 24 lt~• we'v• b•.., t•lltn9 yOl.l 
lo th•S• •At\y·yeu-s, lt·c lt•DI• to ta~e .-.ny v••r• b.-fcr• you 9•t &l\ythin9. 

Poe u 1i. Mo..l y D9N ~~-407• 

AN/ ALQ-1 o44(V) 
HELP, Ol'le .OP'• ti.... Th~ Clr'C:\.U~ C•rd A•••tllbly, NSN :Bo~-':>l-OW7-"S149, 

U580 °" th• ""f1Al.t'-1441V) lnfl"•r•ct COUl'lt.,..m•••ures s.~. t• in .. c:r1tic:•l 
tiackOl'"d•,. •t.a~u•, l H:• : ot~ .nd 1Ott' o.f th•111, b•c:.au<A• tl'I• I" eturns i:i• 
uneer~tceAbl•• h•« bwltll •! t~.C.ly \nw. As wa l'l~v• pci~t.a out • tt\.Q~s•nd 
ti ..•, wl'\en -... rlep4H\~ 01 ~~. re~urn o~ uns~vtreable• to supply yal.lr' da111•nes, 
..,. 9et b19 tl&C:l.3rd9f" 111t~ wnen you dot1 t tur'l'I tl'IM in. Send Y°'-"" 
WI•...... 1 r. ••bl• 'rt:A.. t.ei Tr;r. .n4nn.11 ~o. '.'·fJOAA': I lll?~Ca"'. 11/F COl'ltSl. t 1 or. Coca "f' ... 

Pi)C W1ll:a111 Spollet> D6N H.:-\~ 
I 

lMPROVED HAWK 
'l'OIY r••ll~ ia &eti1n• popular recently. Lori'• been oompl&intnC th.at 

you baven'i been rtturnina your Uft••rv1ce.ablea that ab• ne.d• for th• 
t~rove4 ll&.. Proar••· lee41••• to ••Y· ehe'• not tb• only one h&V\n& th• 
1a.. kind of probl••· Root around an th• bin• or what•v•r and •tart aendinl'n 'b• follo~t~' it•.. to TOIY: 

saes-oo-1es-11p• le~e1ver•Tranaaitter Qrou~. OB·l51TPX•40CV) 

e1;~-oo-1oe-2et1 Ant•~na, ladome, AS·21~7AITPX·tOIVl 

5H!5·00-3'0-53te lyne-h~on1&•r. !lectrical SN-4201T7X•4S<Vl 
; 

Conttool, Anienna C-173&tfPX·4&(Yl 
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..,,.,.... ...czj:;gs· ...-.:"' ir"f .... 

Ja thi4 one ..i anc Pant about both your P•CkLnC pro~•dur•• •• 

... , ••• lew ..1nttnanc• trpe point• or intere1t, •o ,.,, alo•• &tt•ntion 

be••~• it• you~ .oaey •n4 your ••1nt. 


Wh•n r~u hav• a Tr•n•ai\ter Aa•••bly.~·l380<V)l/A~Q-Lt•. KIK 
1&09•01•03'·911', ''•' n•td• to be •b1Dp•d \a Tobyhanna (TOA.I)) for rep•1r•.
Pl•••• be 9,0 aoo4 at to •hlp ~t &n its Carry Can <•boWI\ in TWll~,ees-200·1~. 
P•C•• 4•1 a;nd 4•1J aot 1n a oardboard box. When you u•• a ~ardboard bo~ ~h• 
TPan••it\a~ •utt•r• a lot -.OP• additional daaa&• wt th th• re•ult&nt 4•lay 1n 
C•tUnt U 'f1x•d. foby also h•• to buy a ne• C&P'l'l! oaa t.o ah1p u l:l&ok in 
4J'ld t•1• tn; turn in~•••••• \ht 001t ot th• P•patr procraa. 

•o• to ,hit' 1•ar1 a little. llb•n the Tranamitt•• 11 1n1tall•4 1n a 
~arked aircraft, lt ehould be eove•ed With it• prot~tLve oover, ISV 
580S•Ol-100~1aoo, aa 111uatrate4 1n 'Mll-S189•200•12, p•a•• i-11 and 3•12. 
Tlli• will Pr•v•nt d~\. 1r1t, tand, and •nvLron..ntal d•brt• fro• en~•r1nc 
th• T1'an•lli•t•r th•o.uCh 'b• \op air V•ftt ftol••· causin& pr•aatur• I 
~&t..\Popla1~ b•&rinl- failur••· Al10, do nat waab the airoraf\ without bav1n& 
\he Tran•ai&t•r oov•red OP removinC th• Trana1a1tter. Wa1h1n1 d•t•r&•nt 1• 
ent•rinC tJlt ban•aUter and C&U9111C •Xhn•tv• oort'olion j(a...c• \o th• 
1nternal co~onont•, ••P•01&111 \be &old plated .odulator~. 

To ••\••« -..&rinJ lit• &Ad avoid pre11&tUP• bear1nf fall~r•• b.eaua• tho 

AJrlA1.Q•14' •• not. tHt•n& \\ll'nod •oa' ~1 \b• operator• durin& fll&ht, tb• 

&lftAl.Q•lt4 •hould be \W'ne4 on and runn1na durin• aircraft Prt•Plilht. 


POC Willi••iSpo11•n JS• t02•1Seo 

GRE~LINS AGAIN (TOOL KITS) 

~1• l• ~ frlendl1 re.Under tbat 1\ 1• 1our re1pon11b111ty to aa1nta1n 
1our \061 ~i~1 \hPoUCh replao•ment and/or requ111t1on of broken tool• on a 
eomponont·b~eallf)on••t 1>&•1•. In the ev•nt \he tao1 kit 1hould tor eome 
rea•an beoo11111 ••a•••• 'all eoaponent• ot th• tool kit ll\l.lt be retw-ned to the 
app11aabl• ~po\. Depot• h•v• b•en report1na that -.nv k1ta'ar• ~e1na 
r•tUt"fted w1Ul a •1Ch percent••• ot •i••inC oo•pon•nt•- 4•••11n• ean acco\IJ\t 
for a 001.&Pl•• •1aa1nC tool• but •o..tbinC i• wronc 16mewbere when you l•t over 
a 10 • 20 S ~o••· 

! 

POC 0.~oP.. ~rlano ~K tl2-tl81 


JULIJ'8 JEWELS (OS-281/288) 

r .... •••P•Pate to• a \1\le, what other excu•• o•n l u••· the OS-288~ 
Oae111oaoop•i llSW ,.2S-01·27l•I094, ~II 132180, wlll 1upp1e...nt o\U'rent ..••t• of \h• 01•201 •••1•• of o•oillo•copea. Tb• 01-211 la no lon1•r 
..nulae\ur~!~~ ~•ktPOn1w, ko..v••· \he 08•281 •tll no\~· pu•&•4 fPo• tb• 
f1•14. Te-t•on1x wtll provide eupport fop the it•• Wlt.11 1988. Tht 01-288 
will fill o~r•nt baekor4•r •bort&C••· W. expeqt to at&rt r1111na OS•l81 
~aekord••• 1~ lQrYOl. 

P.;c Juli• Ann Ptl~.Oo DIW ID2·•112 

8 
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Management Comments: Department of the Army (cont'd) 

COMMAND COMMENTS 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL DRAFT REPOR'l' 


AUDIT OF THE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS FOR THE 

AH-1 HELICOPTER AND OV-1 AIRCRAFT, AND 


•THE AN/ALQ-144 JAMMER FOR HELICOPTERS 
(Project Bo. OAL-8004) (AMC No. 09018)

(AVSCOM Project No. 04-1289-357) 

Finding and Recom.mendation1 C--Operational Effectiveness. 

Army military intelligence unit commanders did not install the 
Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system on OV-1 Mohawk 
aircraft. Concerns stelUlling from suppression system induced 
buffeting, or aircraft vibration, at or near stall speeds 
coupled with the lack of stall warning·instrumentation and 
incomplete flight manual documentation caused unit commanders to 
refrain from installing the suppression system. further, pilots 
were not trained in flying the OV-l configured with the Louvered 
Scarfed Shroud Suppression system. As a result, the aircraft 
were vulnerable to infrared seeking threats. 

Additional Comments. 

Reference page 28, paragraph titled: •suppression System 
Proble~s.• 'l'he followin9 corrections and clarifications should 
be made. 

•The date of the review was 14 Sep 89 instead of 
21 Sep 89. 

-Participants in the review included representatives from 
the following or9anization•1 

Directorate tor Engineering
Directorate for Maintenance 
Special Electronics Mission Aircraft Project 

Management Office 
Aircraft Survivability Equipment Project

Management Of£ice 
Safety Office 

-The conclusion that the buffeting characteristic from the 
Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression system did not pose a flight
safety concern was cavaated by the participants with a proposal 
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for unit training. 'l'he participants suggested that the Aviation 
·Engineering Plight Activity provide training on the induced 
pre atall buffeting condition to units receiving OV-1 aircraft. 

• Recommendation C•l. 

We reco1D!llend that the Assistant Secretary of the 
Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) (ASA (RDA)) restore 
funding to the ov-1 Mohawk pr09ra~ to reinstate the acquisition 
of a stall warning system. 

Action Taken' 

We believe that ASA (RDA) should nonconcur with 

Recommendation 1. We do not believe that restoration of 

'-ircraft Procurement Appropriation (APA) and Operation and 


'intenance, Army (OMr.A) funding for the stall warning system by 
_;.,. DA, with the concurrence of HO TRADOC, could take place until 
the FY 93 or FY 94 Program Objective Memorandua cycle. It would 
take another 12 to 14 months before retrofit kits would start to 
be delivered, and it would take at least 3 to S aontha to 
complete the retrofit. we do not think this would be cost 
effective, •ince th• OV/RV-10 fleet will be completing 
retirement by FY ~7. 

Recommendation c-2. 
We recommend that the Commander, u. s. Army Training.and 
Doctrine Command& 

a. Update OV-l flight manuals to reflect operational 
differences covered by the Louvered Scarfed Shroud Suppression 
system. 

b. Revise the ov-1 flight training proc;ram to include use 
of the Louvered Scarfed Shro~d Suppression system on school 
aircraft. 

Action Taken: 

we believe that TRADOC should nonconcur with the first part of 
Recolllll18ndation 2. Operational information contained in 
'1'M 55-1510-213-10 Operators Manual concerning the LSSS ha• met 
with the approval of AVSCOM engineering from an airworthiness 
standpoint. To expound further on this issue, to provide 
additional data on the suppressed mode of operation over the 
complete flight regime will require additional performance
flight testing at an estimated coat of $1 million and a 6-month 

2 
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. ' 

ti~e frame to complete, with little to gain considering the 
flight testing done to date. At. present. there is no budget line 
for the OV/RV-lD Aircraft to undertake a project of this nature, 
nor would we consider it cost effective based on the retireme~t 

"Schedule for ~he OV/RV-lD aircraft. 

3 
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f-'ELICTPTERS PMJ STL l'Cl 001 

TM 56·1610·213·10 

SECTION Ill. ENGINES AND RELATED SYSTEMS 

~1. £nglnff. 

fl\• aircraft la powered by two T53
01 or TS3-L-701A gaa turbine en;lnu 

2.. 22), turning three-bladed hydrom1tlc 
1er1. No dlttinction it med• betwqn left 
ht inatallatlona, Refer to Ch1pter 6 for ,. 
·puon of rhe operating limitatlona. 

NOTE 

' 	 For th• purpose of thi$ m•nu1t no 

di•tlnctlon i• m•d• bltw,.n tht 

T63-L-701 •nd r63-L-10tA 

f(lginH. 

• 	 fh• major •v•tama of the engine ere: m, 
e cooling and preNurizetlon ayatem. ind3c 
l'/lttm. engine inlet anti·iclng/delclng 
engine fuel convol 1y1tem, oil .upply 1ye 

ignition syatem, and atanlng ayatem.r 
!12· Engine Cooling and Pretaurlzatlon 
..m. 

lnQine cooling and preasurlHtion ii provided' 
· r.oomprt11ed air developed by the comprNIOf · 

• The engine cooling ay1tem provide• cool· 
lir for intem•I engine components. 

"'tl. Induction Syatem. 

The induction syatem conaiata of the varleble 
guide vane ·av.rem. the interatage 1lrbleed 

. Ind the Infrared louvered 1Cerftd shroud 
ORLSSSI syttem. 

Vf!itb'- lnl•t Gulde Ven• Sy1tem. Variable 
~idt "'"'' chang1 1ngl1 of incld1nce be· 

.111'-t 1ir and first oompre1aor rotor blad•• 
llltinunn alrftow requiremtnta of the com· 

rotor DHmblV, from 0 to 80 perGent 
-::,: the venu are In a cloaed poaition. 

''-" to ooen •t ao percent N1 
ft.Md •rt l'ully open It 96 percent N 1 ,., =rd day conditions.. At env atudy 

div between 80 ana 96 percent 11 
1 eon~ition•. th9 Inlet guide vlnN 

-~·t l>Olltlon. 

b. lnt•r1t•1• Alrbl••d Sy1t•m. To faclll~ 
compreaaor rotor acc1leration. an ln1,9U-!•! <• 
bleed IVfl•m le provided After th• ~~!e--~ 
axlal compre11ion, a Hrill of vent holes in the 
compreaaor houaing allow• 1ir to bleed from the 
comprenor Hctlon, en•bling the compreaor ro· 
tt)r to attain aelected APM fatter. 

c. Louv•r•d Scarfed Shroud Supp,.ssor (IR 
Suppre•$0r) SY•tem. The IA supprestor system 
it 1 p111ive device in1tall~ in the n1oelle of 
elCh engine. lta purpoae ii to decreaN aircraft 
vulnerability to heat·te•king 1lrborne mlatilt• by 
reducing turbine engine exhaust infrared redia· 
tlon. The IA aupprenor int6rflcff with the tn· 
gine firewall plenum. nacelle. ind wing-mounted 
brackets. During engine operation. exhlutt gnea 
llfl cJllu1"1J with ambient air befor• di~h•rot' to 
the atm09Ph•re. thus lowering emitted infrared 
radiation. Th• 1y1t1m ii inatalled in the form of 
a kit that can be removed. thua allowin; conwr· 
tion of the aircraft b11Gk to an uneuppre...d 
configuration. It conal1t1 of three major aaaem· · 
bllea; a rem air Inlet, a louvered plug 111embly, 
and a louvered tc1rfed lhroud. Th... item• re· 
plac1 the conventional engine ahroud a11embly • 
nacelle fremea. and alCterior aklna. The ram air 
Inlet directs cooling air into the exhauat g111 flow 
path. Inlet air 11 timultaneouatv routed to the 
Inner .upprnaor plug where it I• alto directed 
into the gH flow path via aft facing louvera. Th~ 
mixture of ambient eir and cooled exh1u1t guea 
la then routed overboard at the anroud exit. The 
1Y1tem contiata of no movln; parta and requirea 
no operetlon by the pilot. 

2-1•. Engine Inlet And-Icing/Deicing IY•· 
tern. 

The engine inlet anti-icing/deicing l'flttm 
preventl Ice formation In the engll\9 Inlet ''" 
by routing ptt1turlzed hot air from the engine 
•ir dlffuHt' houlina to the Inlet houtlng. The 
flow of air I• controlled by the normally ctoaed 
hot-air toi.nold valv•. When and·iofno air 11 re· 
quired. the valve 19 deentrglzed to QC>en posltton 
by manually actlvltlng the ENGINE DE·ICING 
IWltch on the WEATHER CONTROL panel (fig. 
urt 2-23> In the cockpit In event of el.ctrical 
power failure. the fall-afe. aprlng•loeded valve 
returns to the OP*' poaltJon to provide contlnu· 
ou1 antl·iolng air. 

C"""9 3 z.39 
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·
.. ,. .. 05/24/91 10:14 UTILITY I-EL I OFTERS Pl1J STL I'() 

OATA .... OllbYIO -  •••OHT Tll't "• 
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I 
10:15 UTILITY fo£l.. ICCf>TERS Pl'() STL l1J 003

l 

.TM 55-1110-213·10~''~'"''"-''''"--'""'~'''"~
I 
~ 

StNOL' 'N IN'SINGLE ENGINE CLIMB CLtMI 
0V ID!llY·ll> 
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,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

• · . TM 155-1110-21,_10 
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'

... SINGLE ENGINE CLIMB 
TAKEOFF COHFIGURATION AT TAKEOFF AIRSPEED 

WI DOWll RN111 D£GWS •Ml S10W PltOr Fmll£llD POWER-MAX ALLOWAIU 
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Management Comments: Department of the Anny (cont'd) 
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Management Comments: Department of the Army (cont'd) 
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Management Comments: Department of the Navy 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) 

WASHINGTON, D.C 20350-1000 

MAY 241991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ASSISTANT INSPECTOR 
GENERAL FOR AUDITING 

Subj: 	 DRAFT REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS FOR THE 
AH-lG HELICOPTER, AND THE AN/ALQ-144 JAMMER FOR 
HELICOPTERS (PROJECT NO. OAL-8004) 

Ref: (a) DODIG memo of 20 Mar 91 

Encl: (1) DON Response to Draft Audit Report No. OAL-8004 

In response to reference (a), Department of the Navy comments 
are provided in enclosure (1). The Navy has taken, or is planning 
to take, specific actions to ensure adequate management controls of 
similar systems in the future. 

~l~nn 
Copy to: 
NAVINSGEN 
NAVCOMPT (NCB-53) 
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Management Comments: Department or the Navy (cont'd) 

Department of the Navy Response 

to 

DODIG Draft Report of March 20, 1991 

Suppression Systems for the AH-1 Helicopter, and the AN/ALQ-144 

Jammer for Helicopters Project No. OAL-8004 


Finding A: 

The Navy and Marine Corps did not install suppression systems or 
upgrade existing Infrared Jammers. 

Recommendation A-1: 

We recommend that the U.S. Navy Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations (Air warfare) install infrared suppression systems on 
combat and combat support helicopters to reduce the infrared 
signature and to increase the effectiveness of other 
countermeasures systems. 

DON Position: 

Concur with exceptions. Within real world budgetary constraints, 
the recommendation to install inf rared suppressors on USMC/USN 
combat helicopters is valid and will be pursued. However, the 
requirement for suppressors (increased weight and reduced engine 
power) on USN combat support aircraft who face a greatly reduced 
threat is not justifiable. In this case, the defensive 
electronic countermeasure equipment already employed is adequate. 

Recommendation A-2: 

we recommend that the U.S. Navy Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations (Air Warfare) upgrade the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammers 
with the AN/ALQ-144A Infrared Countermeasures Set to provide 
adequate protection from the current infrared seeking threat. 

DON Position: 

Concur. The Navy is presently reviewing all programs in this 
area for applicability on Navy and Marine aircraft. 

Finding B: 

Unit personnel failed to adhere to recommended operation and 
maintenance procedures resulting in bearing failures caused by 
extended periods of system disuse and corrosion by not properly 
covering infrared jammers mounted on aircraft. 

Enclosure (1) 
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Management Comments: Department of the Navy (cont'd) 

Recommendation B-1: 

We recommend that the U.S. Navy Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations (Air Warfare) issue supplemental guidance to ensure 
operation and maintenance of the AN/ALQ-144 Infrared Jammers 
according to the operation and maintenance procedures specified 
in NAVAIR16-35ALQ144-l. 

DON Position: 

Nonconcur. Current directives in use adequately cover proper 
operation and maintenance of equipment. Fleet users utilize 
proper procedures to the greatest extent practicable and in 
accordance with published directives. Bearings on this 
system are historically replaced at 200 hours - excessive running 
of the system further accelerates replacement. 

Recommendation B-2: 

We recommend that the U.S. Navy Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations (Air Warfare) issue supplemental guidance to ensure 
proper installation of the protective covers on the Infrared 
Jammers that are mounted on aircraft when the aircraft are not 
being operated. 

DON Position: 

Nonconcur. Current directives in use adequately cover proper 
installation of protective covers on the ALQ-144. 

2 
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LIST OF AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS 

Donald E. Reed, Director, Acquisition Management Directorate 
Thomas Gimble, Deputy Director, Acquisition Management 

Directorate 
Thomas Corkhill, Project Manager 
Robert Shaffer, Team Leader 
Joseph Alejandro, Team Leader 
Delesta McGlone, Auditor 
Wilbur Broadus, Auditor 
Keith Yancey, Auditor 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



